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Introduction
In llarch, 1947, New Bedford celebrated her 100th
anniversary as an incorporated city. The writer’s curiosity
and desire to knov/ more about the city’s past led to the
selection of this topic.
It is the purpose of this study to develop a phase of
local history for use primarily in the sixth grade. The
material selected is intended to be supplementary to the
regular United States history course for the grade and may
be correlated also with English. Part I deals briefly with
the beginnings and growth of New Bedford through the Revolu-
tionary War, prior to the Golden Age of her whaling; Part II
deals with people, places, and events of interest through
1865 when New Bedford’s whaling began to decline; Part III
deals with whaling and New Bedford’s part in it. The emphasis
is on the contributions of early settlers and of merchants
and seamen of the 1800 ’s to the rise and growth of what today
is an industrial city and on the industry that made the city’s
name known in far-off places.
This study covers in general the years 1765 to 1875 v/ith
stress on the 1800 ’s and the Golden Age of 7/haling.
There has been no attempt to write a complete history
with strict continuity from the economic, political, and
*
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rf^OOI 'laxl o&J/iicfaXeo b-xc^bea v;sW .rfoieU nI
y.ifiscXiuo a’ldd’l'iw srlT .ytio Ls:tQzcq’ico£iJ: ns at y^aaT^vtuiiE
6rit 0^- Jcj^q a ’yd- 10 eti^ d-xjccfa &zom wcjni od- szlaeb buB
,£igod aixld 1c noXd-oel&a
J
1c satiifq a qoXo/si) cd- yXxid-a airfd 1o ort.t aX XI
;
aXT .oXf>*x3 dXxXa ,&rTX ni yliTEcixq sax/ 7o1 y-icXairl IsocI
tic oX y'i-3Xxiswoiq-54/a &d cX bejbnoXnX eX 5aXoalea laXieXcffi
Yi/x Lii^ aid- a-c!i oarj-jjco yTcdaXi asXi^XS £>eXinU usIusaT;
dtir: yilaX'i'J sIpco I'dTB'i .xlaXIsnS ddXw calo ideX^^Xa’iico ©cf
'
-xilcvsE Sid rfs^C'idX i>TClibaa weH 1o dXwois esnXnnxssi erfX
II fzsq ,*£nXiBdw zeii le ©gA a©MoO ©rfX cX loX’iq 'TOaciX
dgycoxfX Xc&*ieXiiX ‘ic adnay© bits .aeoBlq
,
©Xqosg iXiw alsef)
III X'lfi^ ;oatlDsb cX an-XI.^riv; a’i.ycIbeS weK noriw dd$I-
,alee/iqma edT .XX ni Jzm a’xioUbaa waJI ibii» §iiXIbi{w iiXXT/ elesf)
i edxi*>io'i ££2 Ic L'xib c'laldXea yInE© *rc aac X Xii dX*!daco edX nc aX
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ys^cX XBdw Ic dXwois buB &aX*x arid cX a ’0081 ©rid Ic neausae
s’yd'io Grid aijxiix dAriX yaXauanX ©id no bxiB ydio InX^dajufciiX cc ax
.aaojBlq 11c-'X6l xii irwciDi siiisn
i1dXw 6?3I cd 6dVI zzaez add Xsisneg nx azavco yf>i/da aXriT
,'
.gxiXIxdf* Ic naSIcO ©dX Xm© a’C08I ©id nc aaaTda
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social angles. Rather, those facts and incidents have been
chosen that the writer thinks will appeal, that are typical
of the time they represent, and that serve to help give a
fair picture of old New Bedford and whaling when whaling was
the main industry.
L'uch original and historical material was consulted, and
many conversations held. As this paper treats in a limited
way of only certain aspects of a most fascinating topic and
a distinctive era in a city’s growth, there lies the possi-
bility of another study along this line*
It has been said that all progress is founded upon the
experience of the past. Nations and peoples in all ages have
shown an interest in their past history. New Bedford’s past
has been an interesting one. Her whaling era, in particular,
was colorful, quaint, and unique. There is value in taking
a look into by-gone days. A people who have much to admire
in the heritage left by those who lived before them have
noble examples to hold up to a rising generation, A compari-
son of old-time customs, occupations, events, and pleasures
with present day ones gives the reader a new set of values.
Whaling demanded an unusual combination of qualities,
and the Q,uaker-Puri tan-Yankee stock of southern New England
possessed these traits. New Bedford thus chose whaling rather
than fishing or merchant trade. Too, the unfruitful soil
drove people to seek a livelihood from the sea, and whales
evisu Ed-.'TQfjjto/ii Jbri£ s:toBj afecdl ,*:b£[;tsft .
-islsns XjsiocB
l£Oi:q;Y^ S'Sdi flBdqq.G IUtt Qpiaid^ lectliw e-rfcf nt?5g£lp^
& ovl2, oJ 8V‘is^ JbjciiB ,‘J’H98e'iqo'i scid" ed^
8;JW dsd^ J^nXXBri*V DOB 6'IClJb9^*''’W6Tt fiXc ©‘Xi/d’oiq liB"X
'1
'
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.Y’l^-aiidn'i atBn ed;t
bne iXenjenco 2ew XBOXiod-aid Lob ImxsXic dopii
da^iuijiJ. B ni s;^B&o:d- isq^q sidd- ga sxioXd-Be'rsTnco i{aBia
X
.,
.
t'iiB oiqcd’ siiid-BaxoaBl d'aom b "io aXoeqsB nXB^ieo T^Iao lo yjSw
-iaeoq eud- apxi eiedJ ,xicf7fo*is a'X^xo b ni btp 9victonX;^eX& b
r,
-
>
., *Oiili aids 3noJ.B ^bu;ra ledd-CBs lo vJilid
.1
sdt ficqB ax aae-isctcq lip Xadt biBa aeed sBd n
©VBd eaSB IXb at asiqceq bae ancltBr: .^apq ©ri^ lo ©onexneqr©
ji.
Xaxq a’6»xol£)35 wa/l .vT.cd'cXd ta^q Tixodd at &89 a:?&at as n^.crfa
t'ljitAiOid’TBq ,nl .Bia ^xiiiadT/ aaH .sue gxxXXaaigd-nx ns naacf asd
at BulBv at sz9dT .eupiau boB at Bap ,lu*Lacioo aaw
eatBibar ot xfodn. vsd odw oXqcbq
. a'^>3f> o0og-xd Gtat dcol x-
•»
evsfl n&ilt e-ic'isd 5©vxX crX;.- ©etxl? *^cf XleX egs^Xi&it arid nx
-x>BqjiiO£/ *.
. nbx XBXt’£i33, ; nX aX't jg c;j- qjj 5Xcd cd eeXqrniJXs sXooxi
3S'ix;e.£©Xq ^adnev©
, sncXdsqncoG ,Emodejjo ejiXd-filc Ic nee
.aou;Xsv 'xc- do.E v?»n p isi)S9'i erid' ss^Xg aano Y^Jb d'nQ 3 ©'xq dcriw
^
,a»XdXX.BB'p lo no i d s/Iida00 XOi/aidxu/ ns bebaacieb
:,
,
Biisxsna T/a^I axexldi/oa Ic doeJa 993inBY-n£dXixf'x-'xsdsjjp edd* oxio
led^S'i s-fJ^lBdw ©cedo endX dnclbea waPi .ad-Xeid asedd boacaasoq
XXoa Xuadluiiin; 9di|- , ocT .eb&a^ tnadDaeni ac ^iitriat^l aGdt
< aoCsdw Oils ,«5ss add* aoil fjccdiXavxX s od siqosq svo-xb
were numerous at first off shore. Courage, thrift, rugged-
ness, skill, perseverance, shrewdness, independence, ingenuity,
ability to drive a bargain—these were some of the character-
istics of New Bedford whalemen who carried the business to
its highest point. The fact that leadership passed from Nan-
tucket to New Bedford must be attributed in large measure to
the character and background of the inhabitants. Both to the
merchants who stayed at home and to the sailors who "went
down to the sea in ships" must go the credit.
New Bedford of a century ago was picturesq^ue . ,^uaker
mansions on the hill looked out over the river, the harbor,
and Buzzard »s Bay where whaleships dropped down with the tide
or were piloted in, redolent of oil and bursting with promise,
while landsharks raced to clamber over the sides.
Here in 1841 Herman Melville formed impressions he later
put into matchless words in "Moby Dick".
"New Bedford," he v/rote, "beats all Water Street and
Wapping. In these last-mentioned haunts you see only sailors,
but in New Bedford actual cannibals stand chatting on street
corners; savages outright, many of whom yet carry on their
bones unholy flesh, it makes a stranger stare.
"But besides the Feejeeans, Tongtaboors, Erromangoans,
Pannanigians and Brighians, and besides the wild specimens of
the whaling craft which unheeded reel about the streets, you
will see other sights still more curious There weekly
^ ii)gfiXtfcO .e^Oiis He taTii 1b Boc^esu/a ©lev
«YJ^-iuno3i:x ,soaiJk^ndqcbaX' jaayAPwa^c/la «eonjB*raveuiwq ,XIX:1 e ,-52tn
-‘i9lcj5rn>rIo oiid' lo omoa eiev eaerll--aXBaxBd b svx'ib ol vliiXds
cl' saeaiai/d oiil- bbi’iibo orlw xiexuel t..£ir i>iclBBa wb^ lc coxlei
mci'J DBESBq qi/ls'iBfjBoi iBflcf Iojs^ 3i1T .laXcq Inadaid e^i
oiT s-iBaBsIfa ©g-iBl :U oe^lBcfittllB sd laect McJIjbS wan ol 1 d:{o;j1
t
9i£1 cl Jiloa .alaBlxdBxliii 9fi3 'io Bouo'isioacr tae 'ibIojb'ibxIo edl
^
Inoiv'’ a*ioiiBc; 0x11 61 bxxb exacd 1b 6oys1c oriv alxusilD'rafii
1'
' .llBBio Bxil os lajiei .'’aqids ni Bsa 9x11 ol xiwcij
^ceilBiV', .*?i;p2o:ixfloiq zb:; q^£ yixtI noo b Ic txoHea wsi^i
eiocfTBr: 0f!l ,:X3VX1 ©il •xo/o Ixio fjaaool Ulrf 9UI xrc axicIenBin
9X)11 9x11 xio'iw XIW06 i:aqqo*i£) oqlxlssXjsdw eTsriif a’ bzessvS bsin
^aaiinoiq xlliw snxleiud i>aa Uc ‘ic InolCBST ,aJ: deloixg azei/r 'xc
.3&bia 9dl ae’/o ^xodi/iBio ol fc^oBT EolTrrlaLiiBX oSiAw
TdlBi erl aBolsfcOTq.trj; i)eancl BlIlviaM njacrroH i^ax nix ©I'sH
.
’’iloia Hi afjio'57 aaeXxIoljaai olni Ix/q
£>hb leeiia zalBVv lie alBsd’" ,81 otbt ad J’.^aa^doa, wdPI"
,
3101 X33 ^ilnc 993 BCY aliix/Brl j5enoilnam-laBl saedl xtl .sxiXqqBT.
Iseila xic 5nBle aXBCfXxtnBQ XbbIbb 5io'jj&©a ifrall ni Incf
ilsdl nc Idi: iscxlw Ic \,uj3ai ,lcisX^lx;o, aosBVBc ;a«i6/iTCo
.0t:b15 Tosixfiiia © a&2{jani lx .daeXl jXoifxiij aoned
,
anBcsrs.^iiC’XTii
. axocdBlgncT
,
aajB9 Sj;o®'ii 9dl asJbx&ed tud*^
Ic sasiiLcooqa bllv 9x11 o^JbXeecf oxte
,
anBlxlsiiS bus anBisX/iJ^TCBX
xfoy t.il&B'ila 9x11 lixcde Xasn babooxfnx; doidy/ llaxo sxitXjExlw edl
Vj:ib3 ff ei 9dT sbcxibo a'lOin IXll?. eldsla -isdlc esa XXI./
tr ,tt. . f L
J
T'T; ^-rSEsi'aiaiL'Liil
X ^ r . - -Sj-an.
i
' '
arrive in this town scores of green Vermonters and New Hamp-
shire men, all athirst for gain and glory in the fishery. ....
Look there I that chap strutting around the corner. He wears
a beaver hat and swallow tailed coat, girdled with a sailor-
belt and sheath knife. Here comes another with a sou^wester
and a bombazine cloak.”
The mud of the waterfront was mixed with oil. Tier on
tier, casks of oil awaited the gauger and the tester.
New Bedford of a century ago was also beautiful, ^rom
the County Road to the water, streets v/ere lined with trees
and with solid homes. In the whole world there had never
been such a city, it was the product of a particular people
engaged in a particular business. During the Golden Age,
roughly between 1830 and 1863, New Bedford’s whaling was at
its peak. V7hen the decline came, it marked the end of an
era that was never to be duplicated. In days not surfeited
with magazines, movies, and radios, mothers and fathers could
well revel in the recital of experiences of a family member
on the other side of the earth. Shipwrecks, fights with or
narrow escapes from natives, or the upsetting of a whole
boat’s crew by the lashing flukes of a dying whale—these
were ” topics of the day”.
Harpooners no longer bowl along New Bedford’s waterfront
streets. The last of the seaport’s full-rigged whalers, the
Charles li, Morgan
.
lies enshrined by the Marine Association
-oraeK weP- biw to as^icoa iiv/cif eiii& al OTiTtcjs'
. ... :iz&dslJ edt ai (Cic.£s baa niBs act 11s ,a&m 9'il.;a
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aee'xd- 11 tv/ besrll o-isw aloeile ^ocal-jew. ell ol 5boS ^:ln;;cO 9 fll
xovsa 6ei ©lorfl bl'tcvj eicdw all nl . ssiaorf llXca nliw i>ns
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at Mystic, Connecticut. Humniing mills and salt-tanged fisher-
ies stand today where whalers used to gather.
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PART I
OLD NEW BEDFORD
ITS BEGINNING AND GROOT
” Of ten I think of the beautiful town
That is seated by the sea,
Often in thought go up and down
The pleasant streets of that dear old town,
And my youth comes back to me.”
-Longf ellow'
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Bedford Village Begins
The village that was to be Bedford stood in a pleasant
situation on the west side of the Acushnet River. As it lay
north and south upon a gradual rising slope from the water,
there was a good view of the harbor. Three streets running
north and south, and twelve running east and west were wide
and crossed at right angles. Country roads leading into the
village were old Indian footpaths,
Joseph Russell, founder of whale fishery in the village,
sold farm land in 1765 to Joseph Rotch, a merchant from Nan-
tucket established in the i/dialing business. As territory
had been held in the Russell family and as this was the fam-
ily name of the Duke of Bedford, kr. Rotch at a public meet-
ing made use of the name in honor of his friend and so "Bed-
ford” Village came into being. Later "New" was added when it
was learned that another town in kassachusetts had been called
Bedford
,
The land was divided into farms fronting the water and
stretching from Clarkes Cove to Acushnet Village. The houses
that had been built were large, well-finished, and neat.
Two or three small vessels at this date were aaployed in
whale fishery. The few merchants and artisans were industri-
ous. Bedford, with its advantageous harbor, began to grow.
9:-
"
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snisaS ©jsSiixV /)io^OnS
ct-iiaaaai'i jS iii dooj ; I)'ic!lbaS oJ o5^ ai5w agfiiiiv ariT
y^fii tr 8i. .levifi d'snxiaiJoA ‘Jns ejbia cfaoM aitf no noXj-nntXii
t
'i9d-n* ^dcr icoi.^ aqcXe .gnic x^r I^nbaTg £ ccqn xfjfaos bun dixcti
Sninon'i s^aai^a aaixlT .'lodaed offd’ Ic wotr fcccg a saw aiail:^
sibiw anav; ^saw nris JhS3 ^axnxu'i evt&v/^ -bne ,:l^ifca bnB dixoa'
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Settlers early turned their attention to whaling as the
soil was not of the right nature for extensive agriculture.
Early whale voyages were made off-shore and during warm
weather with an absence of only a few weeks. Blubber was
brought home and drawn by ox-teams to a try-house near shore.
In 1767 the first ship built in the shipyards of Jethro
and Zachariah Hillman was launched. She was the Dartmouth
owned by Francis Rotch, son of Joseph who named the village;
her first voyage was to London with a cargo of whale oil.
This was one of the vessels that later on carried tea which
was thrown overboard into Boston Harbor.
The first vessel built in New Bedford exclusively for
whaling was the famous Rebecca owned by Joseph Russell and
named for his daughter. Built by George Glaghorn, famous
builder of the U.S. Frigate Constitution, she was the first
American whaler to double Cape Horn and obtain a cargo of
oil in the Pacific. Sailing from New Bedford in September,
1791 she returned in February, 1793 with 750 barrels of
sperm oil and 180 barrels of whale oil. This ship was
eventually lost on a homeward voyage from Liverpool in the
winter of 1803-1804.
Joseph Russell in 1765 had four sloops, the Nancy
,
the
Polly
,
the Greyhound and the Hannah . These were of 50 tons
each and ventured as far as the Capes of Virginia for sperm
v/hales
.
As time went on and more vessels were employed in
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whaling, an impetus was given to shipbuilding and associated
industries. Works for refining sperm oil were erected; a
ropewalk for the manufacture of cordage was built; there was
a factory for the making of spermaceti candles; there were
ship chandleries.
Closely interwoven in the history of its streets is the
history of New Bedford. They were named for colonists, trees,
Indians, seasons, points of the compass, families, celebrities,
and for unknown reasons. In 1753 \Vater Street was a lane
along the shore at the foot of Joseph Russell’s farm. Russell
devised the first plan for the layout of the village; he named
the first twro streets King and ^ueen. When during the Revolu-
tion the British burned half* the town, the names were changed
to Main and School, iviain Street became Union and remained
the boundary line between north and south for generations.
Center Street was on a line between the land of Joseph
Russell and Joseph Rotch. County Street was laid out in 1600
from Clark’s Cove to Tarkiln Hill and for 100 years was the
main thoroughfare. Near it were the farms and houses of
pioneers like Jos^h Russell, Ephraim Kemp ton. Colonel Henry
'Willis and others. Zadok Meixfield had a cooper shop nearby.
Colonel Claghorn established his shipyard at what is now
the junction of North and Second Streets. Wagons hauling
logs opened a new way which in 1787 v/as accepted as North
Streets Linked with History
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Street, because it was then the north boundary. Springs
near its east end gave Spring Street its name. New street
had a walnut grove and became Walnut Street.
Lsliddle Street received the name in 1788 because Ephraim
jiempton laid it out through the middle of his farm, one of
the Nemptons had a grist mill nearby, hence Mill Street.
Near the close of the eighteenth century more and more
family names were added. Names were also taken from earth i
and water as Rural, Farm, Field, ucean. Beach, Lake, Brook,
River Road, ./ater,
ileasant Street until 1875 was Cheapside. Court Street
used to be Jail Street, in 1833 South Second was Cold Street.
The Indian influence was seen in the following names: Acushnet
Avenue, Apponegansett
,
Calumet, Shawmut Avenue, Wamsutta, i
Agawan, Aq_uidneck, Potomska, Sycamore.
|
Rose Alley of 1792 v/as named for the rose garden of Ben-
jamin Taber.
There were Hope, Harmony, Church, Meadow, Marsh, Market,
Bank, Flagg, Cook, Cotter, Harbor, Park, Streets.
Royalty had a place in King Street, Kingcroft, King
Phillip and Kingston Streets.
Johnny Cake Hill, now Bethel Street, was one of the most
illustrious streets and shares with Water Street the glamour
and glory of old whaling days. It still holds tenaciously
to the name given it by early .Quakers who used to pause at
the summit for lunch on their way across country to meeting.
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The story of Water Street is the story of seif -made men
who were loyal and earnest. In 1765 there were five houses,
a blockmake r*s shop, and the buildings of V/illiam li^mcomber
,
cordwainer. To the east was a small structure covering a few
trypots. In 1778 when the British marched down King Street,
they found Water Street a hive of industry. There were dwell-
ings, stores, and shops. Those were the days of pod-augers,
goosequill pens, and hand made nails, lainters ground their
lead between two stones, and men felled trees, made tools and
built ships. The working day was from sun to sun.
Water Street at first was a fine residential thorough-
fare; there was a view of the winding shore, cedar covered
islands, broadening bay, and the beauty of the farther shore.
Ships stood high on their stocks and were launched from
Water Street, The ship Dartmouth was built near Hazard’s
Dock. At Maxfield and Water Streets the Hillmans built sphn-
did clipper ships. At Belleville whaleships were launched.
New owners of houses were often connected with some
branch of business on Water Street.
The street suffered in three wars. It was destroyed in
1778, prostrated in 1812, and despoiled in 1660.
V/ells along and near the street were in constant use,
Anthony Richmond, the first coppersmith in town, had a shop.
The ^ales Place windows displayed guns, pistols, and watches.
There were carpenters’ shops, cooper and blacksmith shops, a
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chandlery store, spar yards and rigging lofts
•
A destructive fire that once swept the section was beaten
out by men with big brush brooms, A ship, twenty buildings
and many barrels of oil burned.
The Revolutionary War and New Bedford
The bells that called New England yeomen to defend their
threatened liberty on April nineteenth rang out a stop to
whaling. In the early part of the Revolution New Bedford was
a rendezvous for prize vessels. No privateers were owned by
or outfitted from this port; instead they were all owned in
Boston, Connecticut, and Rhode island. Ships taken were
brought into the harbor. The town was stored with merchandise
for assisting and supplying the privateers. Learning of this,
the British sent soldiers to burn the town, Cn September 3,
1778, between four and five thousand men landed at Clarkes
Cove to burn and plunder; in a short time the water front was
in flames. About seventy vessels in the harbor including some
prize ships were destroyed, in all, eleven houses, twenty
shops, a rope-walk, and a candle house burned during the con-
flagration.
Although the British stayed but three days, it was a most
frightening time for the inhabitants. Many fled to the woods
taking their treasured articles with them. One woman remained
in a house and three times extinguished fires set by the
British, While she sat knitting, soldiers threatened her with
death but orders came for their departure and they marched on.
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5’or saving his house the wealthy owner rewarded the lady
with five pounds of rice I
Three men were hilled on September 5, 1776, the evening
j
of the day the village was burned. Trafford, a minute man,
Russell, and Cook were passing along a cart-way through the
woods. It was moonlight, une of them who was armed suddenly
|
I
saw by a tree a British grenadier at whom he fired. Immedi-
ately a volley of muskets was discharged on the unfortunate
!
three.
U
The damage inflicted by the British was felt for a long !
time. The town was left poor but the people still had energy;'
sturdy farmers and fishers began to rebuild and business
picked up slowly.
|
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An Incident of the Revolution
A famous ship named the Corea was an armed storeship be-
longing to the English navy. Loaded with stores, she came
to this country during the War. During a storm she went into
Long Island Sound for shelter. Yankee fishermen found this
out and determined to capture her. une hundred of them well
armed left New Bedford in a small vessel. When they got
within sight of the Corea , all but four men and a boy were
sent below. The vessel reached the fishing ground, and soon
to all appearances the men were fishing. The Corea came toward
them, fired a gun, and ordered the "fishermen” alongside.
They grumblingly obeyed and their fish was taken while the
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crew of the Corea crowded around to see the prize. At that
moment one of the captive fishermen threw some fish out of
one of the portholes upon the schooner’s deck. This was a
signal to the hidden men and they swarmed up from below.
Before the astonished Englishmen understood what was happen-
ing, their vessel was a prize. She was taken to New Bedford
and some years after the war was added to the whaling fleet.
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I'ART II
LIVING IN OLD NEW BEDFORD
DURING THE WHALING ERA
"There was something
In my native air that buoyed my spirits up,
Like a ship on the ocean toss*d by stoims,
But proudly still bestriding the high waves
And holding on its course."
•Byron-

Customs and Town Scenes
The influence of the i^uakers gave old New Bedford a
character of its own. In the foundation of the place and up
to 1822 the Friends included most of the wealthy families.
Frugal but hospitable they lived at peace with all men. The
early merchants were honest, prudent, and honorable. As
money poured in from whaling, substantial q,uaker mansions
were built on the hill. The town became beautiful and pic-
turesq^ue, with tree lined streets. Near the water were the
banks and business places, and also sailor halls and bars
with such names as The Marsh, The Buckingham, The Star of the
Sea, Mormon Hall, and Old Forty.
There were drays rumbling over the cobblestones, but
there were also handsome coaches and old gentlemen attired
like William lenn with beaver hats, long coats and waist-
coats, knee-breeches, and ;^.oes with silver buckles; the
gentlemen would be going to meeting at the Friends* Meeting
House, Women wore long cloaks and hoods in winter and short
I cloaks of silk or shav/ls in summer. Bonnets of the older
women were usually black while those of younger women were
of a light color.
Around the early 1800 *s you could have found Frederick
Read who had a heavy bass voice. In a red building just west
of his house he butchered hogs. At one time he kept a half
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tamed wolf that was a terror to children and their mothers.
You could have seen the shop of Roger Haskell, saddler and
trunk maker. It was a sight to see the old man and his
apprentices at work.
Dr. Eben lerry in knee breeches and usually top boots
always rode horseback when going any distance. Charles W.
Morgan was a leading merchant and citizen. The Apothecary
Caleb Greene was a man of intelligence and character. The
Eagle Tavern was kept by Colonel Nelson; there was a sign
with the keeper’s name over the front door and a large gilt
eagle on a high post at the corner. There was a school of
Susan Barney, a strict, faithful teacher. A child’s standing
at school was made known publicly by badges of pasteboard
worn with a string about the neck; those marked "good boy",
"industrious" would have a red string, while those with "bad
boy", "idle boy", and the like had a black string. There
was the bookstore of Abraham Shearman, Jr., where could be
found a good assortment of books, poetry and prose, station-
ery, cutlery. Over the door was a large sundial. There was
an old-fashioned grocery store with its odor of spices and
snuff. There was a post office and a custom house and old
Bedford Commercial Bank with a flight of stone steps. Williaii.
Russell, a painter, had a mill in the southwest section where
there was a water wheel and a little circular pond. Here boys
skated in winter and sailed boats in summer.
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Streets in 1831 were lighted by whale-oil ’’lanthorns”
and it cost ^1250 to maintain them.
I
Old-fashioned vehicles had wooden axles and leather
springs and would seem odd and clumsy today. Coaches of the
rich virere heavy but comfortable. Chaises had a sq.uare top
and a round window on the back. Almost every owner of a
horse ovmed a cart, a heavy affair. These were the days of
stagecoaches. In the morning the coach would prepare to start
with sleek fresh horses. At the crack of a whip and a blast
on a horn, up the street it would start. Passengers must be
ready at the call or remain behind.
On training day military companies paraded to the music
of fife and drums. If it was "muster day", they were bound
for fields outside the town. The Old Artillery wore coats
faced with red; the Light Infantry wore blue coats; then came
the Militia, citizen soldiers in all sorts of costumes.
Four o’clock teas were common in the mansions and there
was much visiting. Tall spermaceti candles and wood fires
j
gave soft light while the guests talked about politics or the
i
expected return of whaleships. It was a happy state of soci-
ety; life was simple but pleasant, Saturday was baking day
and apple pies, Indian puddings, loaves of brown bread and
deep dishes of beans were prepared.
Heavy snowfalls in winter made sleighs a familiar sight,
^
Sleighs were cumbersome with three seats, and the different i
sets of bells were known to passers-by. Sometimes the mail
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stages to Boston went on runners during winter; the sleighs
were prison-like affairs with four horses. At an eight mile
gallop they could reach Boston, a distance of fifty-six
miles, in eight hours’.
There was a post office, postage being paid by the
person receiving mail. The rate from Boston was 1U0, from
New York, 18•|^^, from Philadelphia, 25ii.
Education was not neglected. Early records show that
in 1773 each village of Dartmouth of which Bedford was a
part was authorized to elect a schoolmaster. The salary was
ten pounds a year. Every person was to have ”the benefits
of Latin.” In 1798 a school was built for the children of
Quakers, a school for Congregationalists having been previ-
ously erected, influential citizens for a long time did not
favor free education for children of those who could afford
to pay; but in 1821 the chairman of the schoolcommittee ad-
vocated free education and received the backing of a state
law.
A hundred years ago there was a Social Library. It con-
tained five thousand volumes as compared ?/ith the two hundred
thirty-five thousand books in today’s library. There were
few books of fiction and the library was by no means a public
institution until the early 185Q*s. Members of the Social
Library paid for new books or donated them.
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Newspapers
The first newspaper in New Bedford was ”The Medley" or
Marine Journal published on November 27, 1792. At the time,
John Hancock was governor of Massachusetts. On October lb,
1793, an inch and a half notice stated that "Tomorrow morning
between the hours of seven and eight the new and beautiful
ship Barckley
,
burthen 270 tons, will be launched from the
shipyard of Colonel George Claghorn* The satisfaction of
viewing this token of our increasing commerce will, we doubt
not, induce many to watch the first beams of the Rising Sun.”
(Besides being a shipbuilder, Claghorn was colonel of the
local military company.)
The first number of the Medley contained an article on
the "Art of Printing", a fable taken from a London magazine,
an article about Lafayette, an article entitled "Save Your
Rags", foreign news collected from a London paper. Congres-
sional proceedings. Custom House Office Entries, ads, and
poetry. In the May 19 edition of 1797 was a notice about the
New Bedford and Boston Mail Stage which would leave Bedford
the second, fourth, and sixth days of each week at four A.M.
arriving at Boston in the evening. Pare for each passenger
was three dollars and fifty cents; from Taunton to Boston,
two dollars and fifty cents; for any shorter distance six
cents a mile. One hundred pounds of baggage was equal to a
passenger
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The Medley was followed by the Columbian Courier launched
by Abraham Shearman, Jr, Both of these newspapers were short-
lived but of great interest to the inhabitants.
The New Bedford Mercury, established in 18U7 by Benjamin
Lindsey, was a weekly newspaper, a small sheet of sixteen
columns; the price was two dollars annually. The first issue
contained "very late foreign news and a proclamation by
Thomas Jefferson," In 1831 a daily Mercury was started.
The daily Evening Standard was first issued on February
15, 1850, published by Edmund Anthony, It was 18 inches by
27 inches in size.
The whaling industry had its own newspaper. Its name
was Whalemen *s Shipping List and Merchant s* Transcript
.
Founded in 1843, it was a weekly publication. There was no
other paper like it in the world. Few commercial journals
could boast of including so widely separated regions in their
circulat ion.
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Police
Old New Bedford was guarded by constables and night
watchmen, Whaling brought many characters to New Bedford,
some of whom were lawless, in contrast to the beautiful
mansions on the hill were squalid sections near the water-
front, Although some sailors shunned these districts, others
frequented them. Constables seldom entered the places and
the town was not policed very effectively. Brawlers were
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usually left to fight out their affairs. The town was often
filled with rumors of murders and some of them doubtless were
true. Constables at the time wore beaver hats. These were a
protection to the head when clubs were weapons; they often
saved a crown from being cracked. The night watchman carried
a curious implement; it was a short stick with an iron spike
on the end resembling a boathook. Sometimes an obstreperous
sailor had to be handled. The watchman would hook the sailor
in the shirt at the bacK of the neck and hold his prisoner
at arm»s length. If he resisted he was prodded with the spike.
On one or two occasions townspeople organ izea vigilance com-
mittees and took affairs out of the hands of the inactive
constabulary.
The Seaman *s Bethel
As a direct result of concern for the moral and religious
welfare of thousands of seamen brought to New Bedford by the
demands of whaling, the New Bedford Port Society for koral
Improvement of Seamen was formed in 1630. In 1831 a chapel,
the Seaman’s Bethel, was built on Johnny Cake Hill. The flag
was unfurled and signalled to the returning sailor that here
was a temple of his ov/n v/here every Sunday he wasvclcome.
Although the original building was destroyed by fire in 1666,
the Bethel was rebuilt and still stands today, in 1641 Herman
kelville, one of the great figures in American literature by
virtue of his authorship of "Moby Dick" spent a few days in
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New Bedford, He climbed Johnny Cake Hill and listened to a
sermon in the Bethel, An unknown young schoolteacher in
search of adventure, he signed December 30, 1841, for a whal-
ing voyage on the ship Acushnet. Later he put his impressiom
into a great novel.
An interesting feature still remains in the chapel. The
walls are covered with cenotaphs giving the fate of certain
whalemen. There were tragedies and death in the business of
whaling and nany homes were left mourning when news of disastei
suddesiy arrived. Broad oceans, distant islands, remote seas,
and foreign ports were final resting places for many New Bed-
ford seamen. Tablets were often placed upon the Bethel walls
by shipmates of sailors lost at sea. Sometimes mothers, wives
or sisters provided them. Some bear weeping willows; others,
! ships. Nearly all are bordered by heavy black frames. Here
is a sample cenotaph:
In the memory of
Capt, William Swain
Associate Master of the
Christopher Mitchell
This worthy man after fastening to a whale
was carried overboard by the line and drowned
ilay 19, 1844 in the 49th year of his age.
"Be ye also ready, for in such an hour as ye
think not, the Son of ii-ian cometh,"
Enoch Mudge was for many years the faithful chaplain at
the Bethel and was beloved by all.
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the singing of hymns that was the uniq^ue custom at the Bethel,
The present chaplain, Charles S, Thurber, relates that since
time immemorial the congregation has sung facing the choir
loft at the near. The tradition dates back to the Rev, Edwin
Taylor who started the custom, but Mr, Thurber cannot explain
the reason.
The Bethel was originally maintained by a free will tax
on tonnage of the whaling merchants. It did influential work
reaching to every corner of the world.
The Mariners* Home next to the Bethel proved a wexcome
resting place to many a sailor.
Here is a hymn that was freq^uently sung in olden days at
the monthly "concert of prayer for seamen":
0, pray for the sailor now far on the billow,
0, think of his hardships, temptations and pain;
His home is the ocean, his hammock his pillow;
He toils for our pleasure; his loss is our gain,
V.Tiile we are securely and peacefully sleeping.
He stands at the helm and his duty performs;
Now walking the deck and his painful watch keeping.
Or sits at the masthead mid perils and storms.
0, pray for the sailor, to banishment driven.
Enduring privation, oppression, and care.
Shut out from the gospel, a stranger to Heaven,
The victim to vice and a prey to despair.
And while we thus pray for the sons of the ocean,
A kind, peaceful Home to him must be given;
The Mariners* Bethel allures to devotion,
The Bible and jreacher direct him to heaven.
New Bedford*s past lives on in her weathervanes
. High
above the city*s streets are moving links with the past,
Whaleships no longer come into the harbor but the vanes that
are little replicas advertise still a once flourishing water-
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front industry
Atop the Seaman’s Bethel is one of the most striking
ones. It typifies a whaling ship, the kind that operated from
this port when the Bethel was dedicated in 1832. Across the
street on the Old Dartmouth Historical Society is a similar
vane*
i
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Old Counting Rooms
Along the waterfront in whaling days at the head of
Merrill’s wharf once stood buildings occupied by merchants*
In these buildings were the counting rooms*
On the first floors were often ship chandlery shops
and rooms where whaling outfits were stored between voyages*
On the second floors were the counting houses. The upper
stories were sail lofts and rigging lofts*
Counting rooms had a character all their own* There
were counters and iron railings behind which stood mahogany
desks* Bookkeepers stood, or sat on high stools. At a few
desks office help might sit in chairs* About the office
walls were models of the whalers of the ship owners, and
whaling prints reproduced from paintings of Benjamin Russell*
On shelves were boxes, lettered with the names of whaleships,
in which the vessel’s bills and papers were kept*
These great buildings of stone and brick were unadorned
by architectural ornament and reflected the tendencies of the
business men of that period, in many cases Quakers. The great
house of Isaac Howland, Jr* & Company occupied a place* Jona-
than Bourne, most successful of all whaling merchants in New
Bedford’s rich history, at one time owned more ships than any
other man in New England and carried on business in an old
stone block throughout his career. Mr* Bourne had an old shed
to shelter his "sundown”, a type of carriage affected by the
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merchants of his period. The air was heavy with oil for
leakage from casks saturated the soil.
On September 29, 1815, there was a terrific windstorm.
The tide rose to a great height and the occupants in shops
and stores along the waterfront were obliged to leave. Sever-
al merchants lost all merchandise; books and papers of value
were also lost. The rope walks were partly destroyed. A
carding mill and boat-loading shop suffered destruction^ as
did a tallow chandlery and a row of stores at Rotch’s wharf.
Sixteen vessels moored at the wharves were blown adrift.
Sailmakers
Why did sailmakers stow themselves in hard to reach
places of a building like a top story or loft? It was neces-
sary to have a large floor without any obstructions like
posts or supports, un this floor the sailmaker must draw
out the plan of each sail and lay down the cloth to be cut.
Such floors could not be found except on the top story.
In the nineteenth century it was the custom of master
sailmakers to take one or more boys for three year apprentice-
ships. During the time, the apprentice freq_uently lived in
the family of the master receiving board and keep but little
or no wages. Journeymen were strong and had to have endurance
At one time when sailmakers were in great demand every
hour of overtime was counted as two hours. Sometimes they
worked most of the night, snatching only a few winks of sleep.
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Sails taken off ships were coiled in a storage room of
a sail loft in huge cylindrical piles, good places for hide-
and-seek.
Jonathan Bourne: '^Thaling Merchant
The most successful whaling merchant of old New Bedford
was Jonathan Bourne. After leaving school he came to this
seaport from a nearby town. An industrious worker, he be-
came proprietor of a grocery store. He saved his money and
invested it by becoming part owner of sailing vessels. In
1836 at the age of twenty-five he purchased the bark Roscoe
for himself and others. As managing owner he fitted it out
for a whaling trip. The Roscoe sailed on her first voyage
to the South Atlantic in May, 1836, and returned in April,
1837, with 92 barrels of sperm, 1033 barrels of whale oil,
and 11674 poxmds of bone.
In 1848 he opened offices in a stone building on Mer-
rill’s wharf; these he occupied till he died in 1889. Twenty-
four vessels managed by him made 148 voyages covering 4421
months. His name became prominent in the list of whaling
merchants. Self reliant and thorough, he was unusually good
at picking out men for positions. He selected carefully those
who should have charge of his vessels and upon whom he must
depend for good results. A whaling master was often entrusted
with a vessel and outfits worth from $40,000 to $60,000. When
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one of the masters was called into his office to receive
final instructions, Mr. Bourne said: "Captain, eternal vigil-
ance is the price of success,” He himself applied this rule
and provided against every icnown risk; he didn’t count on
good luck alone,
Mr, Bourne was a man of action and an influential citizen,
He served as alderman of the city and was a member of the
governor’s council for five years. Three times a member of
Republican national conventions, he cast his vote as delegate
in 1860 for the nomination of Abraham Lincoln for President,
Ship masters and officers were loyal to him. He rewarded
them with promotions based on merit. Ambitious men moved up
step by step. On the office payroll were 101 ship carpenters,
18 caulkers, 21 spar makers, 20 riggers, 65 sail makers, 13
stevedores, 8 ship keepers, 11 coopers, 3 gaugers, 8 oil fill-
ers, 7 whalebone cleaners. With the passing of whaling some
occupations have gone forever,
Jonathan Bourne’s favorite ship was the Lagoda which he
bought in Boston in 1841; she was 107 feet long. In 1660 he
changed her rigging to that of a bark. Of the ten most suc-
cessful voyages made by his vessels, the Lagoda made two. The
value of one of these voyages to the Pacific was $200,755.68,
The Lagoda carried seven whaleboats. Under his direction the
Lagoda sailed the seas for forty-four years,
Mr, Bourne was in the whaling business fifty-three years.
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Distinguished Visitors
Old New Bedford could boast of visits of many noted
persons at one time or another. The list includes a number
of well-known names. The following were chosen because they
fit in with the era of this study.
Former President John Quincy Adams when nearly eighty
years of age was escorted by torchlight to the County Street
home of his host, Joseph Grinnell, on September 27, 1843.
The next day a public reception was held at the Town Hall.
Mr. Adams had stopped overnight at the Mansion House in New
Bedford in September, 1835, and had attended a Unitarian
Service next day.
Liberty Hall, once the principal auditorium, stood at
the corner of V/illiam and Purchase Streets. A picture of it
shows bumpy cobblestones of that time. Abraham Lincoln, as
a thirty-nine year old Congressman from Illinois, spoke to a
packed Liberty Hall audience during a two hour address in
September, 1848, on behalf of Zachary Taylor for president.
Daniel Webster, orator and statesman, appeared in New
Bedford Superior Court in 1835. The local courtroom was
again packed to hear his address to the jury in a case in
1843.
Richard Henry Dana, author of "Two Years Before The Mast,
spoke in 1847 under auspices of the New Bedford Lyceum. The
same season the Lecture Association booked celebrities like
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educator Horace Mann, Charles Sumner, statesman and orator,
and William Lloyd Garrison, abolitionist,
Charles Dickens in March, 1868, delighted a large audi-
ence by a reading from his "Pickwick Papers."
Ralph Waldo Emerson, essayist, poet, and theologian,
preached at the Unitarian Church on November, 1827, and again
November through March, 1833-34.
Emerson, Henry Thoreau, and Bronson Alcott, father of
Louisa Alcott, were often guests of Daniel Ricketson, Quaker
poet and historian, at Brooklawn, when they came to New Bed-
ford to lecture, Brooklawn is now Brooklawn Park.
A famous visitor who once resided here from 1838 to 1841
was the great Negro leader, Frederick Douglass,
A circus notable and Indian V/ar hero seen at circus time
was Bufflalo Bill, riding a white horse at the head of the
parade
,
Last but not least is the name of Herman Melville, men-
tioned before, whose genius gave us that classic of whaling
life, "Moby Dick." The descriptions contained in this work
of fiction rank with the best and are most readable.
Samuel Rodman: Q,uaker, His Diary 1821-1859
Samuel Rodman, a (Quaker aristocrat, kept a diary or
journal that began in December, 1821, and ended in April,
1859, He tells in it of his friendships and experiences at
a time when the village was a place of wealth and charm and

when the homes with their lovely gardens contrasted with the
regions on the waterfront where whalers outfitted, where
sailors from foreign ports congregated, and where you could
see an actual cannibal from an island of the South Seas,
Samuel was twenty-nine when he commenced his journal and
if it seems strange for a young man to keep such a record, let
us remember that there was less entertainment for leisure hours
in those days than there is today. Y/hen the whaling ships had
departed, the town was quiet. Little did those who kept rec-
ords realize what a service they were performing for future
generations.
After leaving school, he entered the counting house of
his father and later succeeded to the management of the estate.
He was keenly interested in scientific matters and meteoro-
logical observation. The town was full of ship masters who
had retired; thus the weather was always a subject of interest,
A record of rainfall was kept as well as sky conditions. This
task made it necessary to make methodical observations for many
years at sunrise, once or twice during the day, at sunset, and
at ten at night, Samuel Rodman*s mansion had a cupola at the
top after the fashion in Hew Bedford; these turrets afforded a
view of the coming and going of ships.
More than ordinary use was made of this cupola. Not only
was it used to keep track of shipping in which Samuel held a
financial interest but meteorological records demanded many
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visits to the house top. Every night he would go with his
candle to inaEe the last observation. In the ceiling of the
II
four-square observatory was the compass. There was a fine
telescope; there were seats around; on the north side was a
built-in desk, A pipe leading from below furnished heat in
winter. Often his children were with him, in the cupola
Samuel Rodman wrote much of his chronicle. If his topics
seem restricted, let us remember that the Friends approved of
only mild pleasure. Some excerpts from the diary follow:
1821
Dec. 15 The ship Maria, Capt. Chase, arrived this after-
noon from the Pacific 0, with about 4/5 of a cargo of
Sp’ti oil and about 90 bbls of right whale oil.
Dec, 31 Passed forenoon at counting house. Afternoon at
ditto and in preparing to go to Taunton tomorrow to
attend Court of Probate as executor to Geo, Palmer »s
will, Pomona arrived from Boston, Ship Ann sailed for
New York. Evening at home completing my meteorological
journal for present year which tomorrow will be past,
1822
Aug, 9 Last night my counting house was entered by break-
ing thru window. Fireproof closet was forced and iron
chest taken out, thrown into street and carried to my
wharf lot where it was broken open and rifled of little
money which was then in change $12,25, The papers were
deranged, one note of $49,92 is missing but 1 suspect
that it might have been dropped and blown away. Owing
to absence of Deputy Sheriff, gone to Taunton, and con-
stable gone a-fishing, no search could be promptly made,
I have been occupied most of day by duties consequent
on the above mentioned robbery.
Sept, 1 Ship Winslow, Capt, Clark, arrived with 800 bbls.,
out about 28 mos. Second mate and cooper killed or died
in consequence of a stroke of a udiale, Capt, attributes
his ill success to bad lines and irons,
1826
Apr, 3 Attended town meeting in forenoon. Time princi-
pally spent in discussing and deciding question whether
dancing should be allowed to be practiced in the Town
Hall by pemitting it to be occupied for a dancing school
or for holding halls. Result was by a vote of about
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14U-120 in favor of continuing to allow it to be used
for the purposes mentioned. The injurious tendency
of such a license was considerably guarded against by
a prohibition subsequently voted of the introduction
of spirituous liquors to be drunk in the hall. After-
wards attended polls for election of G-ov. and senators
and spent remainder of afternoon at town schools in
District j^4. Eve'g attended at ct*g house to some
business of my father’s.
May 27 Engaged through day about home, soap making and
other necessary jobs.
June 26 By an arrangement with stage driver we started
in stage about t past 5 o’clock, an hour or 2 earlier
than usual to accommodate myself and others who wished
to be in Taunton at opening of Court at 10 o’clock.
The stage was full inside and t a doz. of the outside
seats part of the way. Reached Taunton past ten.
1829
Feb. 21 Snow of last night was so abundant as to make
moving abroad in any way difficult. High wind giving
atmosphere appearance of a continued snow storm and
forming snow drifts which impede all vehicles and has
prevented any of the mails going on their routes from
this place. I spent much of day and eve. at counting
house. Dined at father’s.
1821
Feb. 12 This being day of great Solar eclipse my princi
pal attention has been given to investigations and
observations connected with this phenomenon. Jos.
Congdon visited with me in the observations, and the
contact of sun and moon and emersion were noted with
considerable accuracy.
1822
Aug. 15 Unlike my usual habits, 1 have spent the day at
home looking thru an accumulation of newspapers pre-
paratory to sending them to some of the ships in the
Pacific Ocean.
1827
Feb. 20 Spent afternoon principally in relation to ship
Charles which arrived about noon from pacific Ocean,
absent about 28 mos; measures being necessary to get
her over the flat at high water in the ev’g and to
clear my wharf docK and the passage to it as well as
the channel to the lower v/harves of ice to admit her
entry together with the 2 other ships which also
arrived last night and yesterday.
1829
Apr. 1 Occupied in ev’g with reference to a study lamp
which 1 wish to try with whale oil by adapting a tall
tin chimney in extension of the glass tube to ensure
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a current of air which shall regulate the combustion
and prevent any concretion about the wick tubes, which
are two, of a flat form, forming segments of a circular
ring surrounding the central air tube. This lamp I had
made many yrs. ago for a street lantern and since the
lighting of the streets by the public I have used it
occasionally at the Ct'g house in the same way as now
proposed, except that 1 have the chimney higher and
better adjusted, and design to have a tin or paper
shade to throw the light on the book or slate.
Dec. 8 After breakfast 1 went to wharves and among the
sailors to invite seamen to the Bethel. Attended
meeting A.M. and B.M. at the kariner*s Church, the
weather damp and rainy and a small audience on both
occasions
.
1845
Feb. 13 After tea went with Sister Phebe to see the ex-
hibition of 7 or 8 Indians from the vicinity of the
northwestern lakes, of the 0 jibway tribe. They were
painted and decorated with a profusion of feathers
which gave a very romantic air as they performed the
war dance and other dances. It was the first exhibi-
tion of the kind which I had seen and was very inter-
esting for its novelty and from the recollections
which it revived of the extinct and waning races of
men who were formerly the only human possessors and
occupants of this western continent.
1849
Sept. 1 Ship Maria, Capt’n Coffin, arrived this forenoon
from the Indian Ocean with 1050 bbls sp’ti oil.
1850
Sept. 30 Edm*d ret*d this ev*g from Boston and enter-
tained us with some of his incidents connected with
the visit of the celebrated Swedish songstress, Jenny
Lind.
1852
Oct. 3 My reading today has been in the Bible, the
History of the Reformation, and the answer to "Uncle
Tom’s Cabin" by a Southern lady. This book, like
everything else in those unfortunate slave states
shows the blighting influence of the system of oppres-
sion to other eyes if unperceived by their own.
1853
Mar. 17 The children are all at Bessy Morgan’s fancy
party this ev’g*
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New Bedford and the War of 1812
After the Revolution new vessels had been constructed
and launched and inside of a few years the fleet was strong.
Then the Napoleonic 7/ars at the beginning of the nineteenth
century made the years between 1769 and 1812 a period of un-
certainty.
Bedford Village with its Federalist majority was opposed
to the War of 1612. It was a period of terror for coast .
||
towns but New Bedford escaped attack. The situation of her
harbor made her again a rendezvous for privateers. The be-
ginning of the war found a large part of the whaling fleet at
sea. The boats turned homeward hoping to make port before
the ocean swarmed with war vessels. Many New Bedford ships
were captured; merchants and vessel owners lost both ships
{
and goods. Business was checked and trade paralyzed. Many
|
of the men were in the army and navy.
At eleven o» clock on Monday night, February 21, 1615,
Alexander Townsend of Boston rode into the village with the
i
glad tidings of peace. Church bells clanged and the news
spread rapidly. Shipyards and rope walks, shops and rigger
lofts soon hummed with activity again. '
According to the historian Ricketson it was not until '
1818 that New Bedford entered into the whalefishery with such
a will that she rapidly grew in importance. In 1823 her
fleet was equal to Nantucket »s. In 1829 she passed Nantucket
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to hold first place. Fortunes, begun before the war, were
greatly increased before the opening of the Civil War. From
the close of the War of 1812, the whalefishery spread; the
industry was carried on in the north and south Atlantic, the
Indian, and the pacific Oceans. New Bedford shared in this
and the energetic citizens benefited.
The Civil War: New Bedford's Part
The Civil War found the city strongly anti-slavery. An
anti-slavery society was formed in 1834 and another in 1836.
Before this war New Bedford had served as an "underground
railroad" station. In the Mercury of April 21, 1851, appeared
the following:
"Extradition Extraordinary. We are pleased to
announce that a very large number of fugitive slaves,
aided by many of our most wealthy and respectable
citizens, have left for Canada and parts unknown, and
that more are in the way of departure. The utmost
sympathy and liberality prevails toward this class of
our inhabitants."
' On April 16, 1861, four days after the attack on Fort
Sumter, the New Bedford Guards, Company L, Third Regiment,
Massachusetts Militia, answered President Lincoln's call for
troops and left for service. Fort Phoenix was put in order
and a sand battery erected on Clark's Point. Gallant whale-
men responded to the call and enlisted in the navy in large
numbers. Many officers had gathered experience on the deck
of a whaler and had had their courage tested in a whaleboat.
Money and clothing were given and all sorts of aid rendered
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to the northern cause, Vrtien the war broke out, much of the
wealth tied up in whalers was afloat on the seas,
"The Stone Fleet"
In 1861 a chief annoyance to the Federal cause was the
constant blockade running of the southern ports no matter how
the navy of the North guarded the channels. Someone in the
Navy Department evolved the plan of sending down a fleet of
stone laden ships and sinking them in the inlets, A contract
was awarded to a Mr, Chappell of New York; forty-five vessels
were called for. New Bedford was asked to assist because her
shipping was being driven from the seas and old whaleships
were lying at vrtiarves awaiting purchasers. Agents were sent
up the coast and as a result New Bedford furnished twenty-four
of the ships required.
It took two months to assemble the fleet for its final
voyage. The wharves were alive with workmen. Whaling gear
on board had to be removed; much of it was later sold at
auction. About 7500 tons of stone were required; 50y^ a ton
was paid. Farmers tore down stone walls and loaded the stones
on drays. Highways were stripped of cobblestones and a pro-
cession of carts found its way to the waterfront. Loads of
provisions were stowed away in the ships. Just enough men
for crews to handle the vessels were chosen. The commanders
were mostly old whaling captains. All must be in readiness
when orders came from the Navy Department,
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On November 20, 1861, sealed instructions were received
with orders to proceed to sea. A signal gun was fired,
anchors were weighed, and a part of the fleet sailed down the
bay. The sealed orders were opened on the 21st; the boafe were
to proceed to Savannah. Weather was good and the crew free
from the usual discipline. On December 11 they arrived at
Port Royal and reported to the blockade sq^uadron. The second
fleet sailed December 9. It joined the first and they then
found their way to Charleston harbor. On December 19 and 20
they gathered in the channel and were placed in position
checkerwise. Sails and rigging were stripped, plugs were
knocked out, and the vessels sank. It was a strange scene.
No ship wholly disappeared. Ends were up and masts and spars
mingled. Boats were ordered to cut off the msts. Later
captains and crews returned safely home.
Retal iation
As direct retaliation for this blockading of southern
ports, privateers were sent out to prey on northern shipping.
In 1862 rebel cruisers carried dismay into our whaling fleet.
The Alabama
.
allowed to escape from England to become a priva-
teer, caused great havoc. She destroyed twenty-five New
Bedford ships. News that the few remaining whaleships at sea
were being picked off, burned, and officers and crew made
prisoners, added to the gloom. The privateers adopted a trick
to trap victims. At night they would set a captured vessel
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on fire. Then they would wait and pounce on the unfortunates,
slow moving, unarmed viialers, ?jho came to the burning craft
to save the lives they believed to be in danger. In this way
deep-laden whaleships homeward bound would be taken.
The Civil 7/ar marked the decline of the whaling industry
of New Bedford. The estimated value of ships destroyed was
over a million dollars. It was a crushing blow.

J^ART III
WHALING AND NEW BEDFORD
"So be cheery, my lads, let your hearts
never fail,
While the bold harpooner is striking
the whale!"
-Nantucket Song-

The Romance of inhaling
Truly at the top of the list of fishers can be placed
the v/haleman. There was a fascination attached to the waric
that was not true of any other branch of the sea. The facts
of vtialing were so vivid that they needed no imagination to
add to them for whaling had about everything. There was a
mammoth creature to be pursued; there were boundless waters
to be scoured; there were daring and danger, pleasure and
pain, "ugly whales”, "Nantucket sleighrides"
,
and monotony.
All of these made for experiences stranger than fiction.
Love of adventure and longing to explore sent the whale-
man from home to the West Indies, from there to Cape Verde,
then on to the shores of Africa and Brazil, to the 5’alklands,
to the coast of Patagonia, to the Pacific coast of South
America, and still on to the "Offshore Grounds" at latitude
5°- lO^south and longitude 105°- 125°west. Next we find him
in the far Pacific and in Japan waters. Hundreds of islands
in the Pacific were first made known to civilization and first
located on charts by whalemen.
Deep sea whale fishery had its origin in ancient times.
Before the voyages of Columbus the Dutch and the Norsemen en-
gaged in the business. In the New World whaling was carried
on along Long Island in 1640. In 1672 Nantucket had lookout
stations and whales were cut-in on the beach. Por a long time
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whales haunted the New England coast so it was only natural
for the settlers to turn toward the sea. As time went on,
more important than any or all other minor ports of the day
was the settlement that eventuallj^ developed into the port
of New Bedford. When whales became harder to find, minor
ports gave up the search. New Bedford whalers, however,
explored new grounds and to this fact chiefly was due the
continued prosperity of its whale fishery.
Edmund Burke paid an eloquent tribute to early New
England whalemen in a speech before the British House of
Commons in behalf of the American colonies:—^
"...Look at the manner in which the people of New Eng-
land have carried on the whale fishery. Whilst we follow
them among the tumbling mountains of ice, and behold them
penetrating into the deepest recesses of Hudson’s Bay and
Davis Strai t--whilst we are looking for them beneath the
Arctic Circle, we hear that they have pierced into the op-
posite region of polar cold. Falkland Island, which seemed
too remote and romantic an object for the grasp of national
ambition, is but a stage and resting-place in the progress
of their victorious industry. Nor is the equatorial heat
more discouraging to them than the accumulated winter of both
the poles. We know that whilst some of them draw the line
and strike the harpoon on the coast of Africa, others run
the longitude, and pursue their gigantic game along the coast
of Brazil. No ocean but what is vexed with their fisheries;
no climate that is not witness to their toils. Neither the
perseverance of Holland, nor the activity of France, nor the
dexterous and firm sagacity of English enterprise ever car-
ried this perilous mode of hardy enterprise to the extent to
which it has been pushed by this recent people—a people who
are still, as it were, in the gristle, and not yet hardened
into the bone of manhood....”
1/ Daniel Ricketson, "History of New Bedford”, p. 53. Pub
lished by the author. 1858
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Wharf Scenes
The wharves of old New Bedford were interesting spots
to visit. The 1820 »s saw a rising wave of prosperity. The
waterfront, with its places of business and shipyards, was
a place of bustle and industry; over all was the odor of oil
from thousands of casks, for oil seeped into the wooden
wharves and sandy soil. During the season of arrival and
departure of vessels a number of full rigged ships were
usually to be seen in the harbor. There was a "forest of
masts" with crow’s nests "halfway to the sky." Boats out-
ward bound were clean, with newly painted whaleboats; those
just returned from a voyage were weather-worn in appearance,
sitting deep in the water from their heavy cargoes. You
could hear rude weird songs of begrimed sailors as they
hoisted out casks from the holds of the vessels. You could
hear the creaking and rasping of ropes and the flapping of
drying sails. The ring of the cooper’s hammer mingled with
that of the caulker’s. The chattering of a monkey or the
noise of a parrot might be heardjfor sailors brought pets
from foreign ports. Crisp orders brought deep throated re-
sponses as energetic captains directed activities; bare-
chested men accomplished prodigious amounts of work in
leisurely manner. Prosperous ship owners might stand viewing
the scenes, i/i/hen money was pouring into the coffers, it had
been honorably obtained. Gathered from the ocean, New Bed-
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in in-ford's wealth "impoverished no other's treasury."
conspicuous corners near the wharves old men might be seen
whittling. Boys gazed longingly at out -fitting vessels.
"The ti/haling City" was to become world-famed.
Outfitting of a whaler
The business of whaling made a cooperative affair of
neighborhood industries. Shipyards and sail-lofts, rope-
walks and blacksmith shops, cooperages and chandleries all
contributed to the needs. Scores of skillful artisans and
mechanbs plied their various trades as the business grew
and flourished.
As a vessel, the whaler lacked the speed and beauty of
the clipper, but in seaworthiness she was the equal of any
ship afloat. Whalers had to be staunch, broad, and of maxi-
mum capacity; although tubby in appearance they were made of
the best material for they spent a greater proportion of
days upon the water than other vessels. Wew Bedford ships
built of live oak often served fifty to seventy-five years
or longer. Longfellow's lines might well have fitted a New
Bedford whaleship:
"Build me straight, U worthy master I
Staunch and strong, a goodly vessel.
That shall laugh at all disaster.
And with wave and shirlwind wrestle I"
It was a tremendous and an expensive proposition to get
a v^tialer ready for a voyage of some length. Repairs of all
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kinds had to be made; painters brightened the bulwarks and
outside; cabin and forecastle were renovated; cables and
anchors were overhauled; whaleboats were repaired and v^haling
gear put in order; the large cast iron pots set in brick
furnaces and situated forward of the main hatch were over-
hauled to be made ready for the rendering of the oil from
the blubber.
About the most important single article of equipment
was the cask. Into these went the provisions, sails, coal,
wood, water, and whale craft. As material was used or con-
sumed, the casks were filled with oil. Every cask used in
New Bedford was made in an old-fashioned coopershop entirely
by hand. The largest ones made in the Golden Age weighed
two tons when filled with oil. The cooper had a constant
job on shipboard. After oil was stowed away, water was
poured over the casks three or four times weekly to keep
them from shrinking*
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iList of Principal Articles Req^uired to outfit a Vessel for a
Voyage in Sperm whaling According to prices Prevailing on
January 1, 1844
Oil Casks 2800 bbls $ 1.25 $ 3500.00
Beef and Pork 240 bbls 8.50 2040.00
Flour 220 bbls Hi 5.25 1155.00
Corn 75 bu. .55 41.25
Beans and Peas 14 bu. 1.25 17.50
Corn Meal 5 bbls /O 3.50 17.50
Tobacco 2500 lbs .11 275.00
Rice 1200 lbs .036 42.00
Potatoes 150 bu. .35 52.50
Cheese 800 lbs .07 56.00
Butter 900 lbs .13 117.00
Dried Apples 600 lbs a .04 24.00
Vinegar 10 bbls 3.50 35.00
Cod Fish 800 lbs .03 24.00
Molasses 1600 lbs .27 432.00
Tea, Black 250 lbs .35 87.50
Tea, Hyson 20 lbs e .60 12.00
Raisins 200 lbs .05 10.00
Sugar 1000 lbs .075 75.00
Coffee 1000 lbs .08 80.00
Duck, Heavy 60 pieces 18.00 1080.00
Duck, Light 36 pieces 8.00 288.00
Tar 20 bbls 2.25 45.00
Whale Boats 6 boats 60.00 360.00
Oars 7 sets 8.50 59 .50
Boards 4000 ft. 20.00 M 80.00
Nails 700 lbs 'S' .22 154.00
Cooper Sheathing 8500 lbs .21 1785.00
Cordage 8500 lbs .10 850.00
Tow Lines 3000 lbs .12 360.00
Try Pots 3 pots 60.00 180.00
Cloth 6000 yds .09 540.00
Iron Vihaling Crafts
Rdy Made Clothing
Labor in port
4000 lbs .15 600.00
2800.00
2500.00
Total cost of outfit $19774.75
Cost of Typical Vessel Exclusive of Outfit Shown by figures
Arising from the Construction of a Live oak Ship of 351 Tons
at New Bedford, 1841 $51,224.72
Combined cost of vessel and outfit equals $50,999.47
These figures were used by Joseph Grinnell, member of
Congress from New Bedford, in a speech on whaling delivered

in the House of Representatives on i\(iay l, ±B44. The same
year he published the remarks in a sixteen page pamphlet
entitled ’’Speech on the Tariff, with Statistical Tables of
the V/hale fishery,”
Food was limited to those types of provisions that
could stand extremes of temperature and could last for some
time. Ship agents bought the best available, but there was
always the danger of food getting wet or mildewed and good
sea-cooks were rare, A booklet containing "Articles Compris-
ing the Outfit for a Vi/haling Voyage" served as a checklist
in outfitting a whaler. Here are some of the eatables con-
sidered essential for a voyage: flour, dried meal, mess beef,
prime pork, hams, molasses, vinegar, lemon syrup, pickles,
mackerel, tongues, codfish, sugar, butter, cheese, rice,
dried apples, raisins, beans, peas, corn, potatoes, onions,
cabbage, tea, chocolate, mustard, black pepper, cayenne pep-
per, ginger, allspice, cloves, cinnamon, saieratus, pepper
sauce, table salt, sleet oil, coffee. Lime juice, wines,
brandy, and rum were included in "medicinal stores". Ship
bread, or hardtack was an important item, as was tobacco.
Live chickens and pigs were sometimes included. Additions to
the above list could be made as desired.
Things to trade with natives, like calico, prints, and
ginghams were put aboard, in an outfitting book of a whaler
sailing in 1865 over six hundred items v/ere entered. Car-
penter’s tools, nails, rivets, lanterns, crockery, pots and
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pans, iron hoops, oars, tar, cordage, clothing, and whaling
craft were more necessities. And sometimes when a vessel had
put out to sea, among the casKs would be found a boy, v;ho had
stowed himself away
.
The Crew
Early crews were made up largely?" of native sons together
with some Cay Head Indians and a few negroes. Right up to the
end of whaling there were usually one or two Indian boat-
steerers on a New Bedford ship for they were excellent whale-
men. Erom "Moby Dich" comes the following:
"Next was Tashtego, an unmixed Indian from Cay
Head. . . .Tashtego *s long, lean, sable hair, high cheek
bones, and black rounding eyes—all this sufficiently
proclaimed him an inheritor of the unvitiatea blood
of those proud warrior hunters, who, in q^uest of the
great New England moose, had scoured, bow in hand,
the aboriginal forests of the main. .. .Tashtego now
hunted in the wake of the great viiales of the sea;
the unerring harpoon of the son fitly replacing the
infallible arrow of the sires.”
The typical whaleman was youthful, for the business needed
young men for the life of adventure, daring, and danger.
Awkward and often ungainly in shore togs, the Yankee sailor
was alert and skillful in action at sea. After about 1830
there was a striking increase in numbers, and crews became a
mixture of individuals from every race and from a score of
nationalities. Y/ith this change went a lessening of skill,
experience, and morale. It became the custom to add recruits
at the Azores and Sandwich Islands, today known as the
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Hawaiian Islands,
A \dialeman received no wages. His "lay" was a share in
the proceeds of the voyage according to the quality of his
work. A greenhand received maybe i/2U0, an able seaman about
i/15U, a boat-steerer 1/75, a favored captain l/lu or 1/12,
The whaleman was dependent upon owners and master for advance
of any goods or cash which he might require during the long
absence. Clothing and supplies were furnished through a
sailor’s "slop-chest". It was necessary to keep individual
accounts for each crew member. This system provided chances
for extortion.
2/ Elmo p, Hohman, "The American Whaleman", p. 15. Longmans,
Green and Go., New York, 1928
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The following statement covers the settlement of a
voyage of a typical whaleship, the Milton of New Bedford, in
3/
1836.-
Name
Robert Tuckerman
Rating
Master
Lay
1/17 $5882
Ezra T. Howland Mate 1/22 4545
Charles T. Terry 2nd Mate 1/5U 2000
Antone Mays 3rd Mate 1/65 1538
Archilaus Baker Boatsteerer 1/75 1333
Samuel N. Brush ff 1/90 1111
Charles D. Dyke ft 1/65 1176
Benjamin ?. Hatch Cooper 1/50 2000
Clark Morse 2nd Cooper 1/150 666
William Sholes Carpenter 1/110 909
Adam Mackie Steward 1/175 571
Robert Elliott Cook 1/115 869
Jesse Munson Seaman 1/125 800
William Thompson n 1/130 769
John Blooming rt 1/120 833
George Williams tt 1/125 800
John Carey n 1/125 800
liVilliam H. Marsh Ord. Seaman 1/175 571
James McCully Blacksmith 1/140 714
Albert N. Buttz Landsman 1/190 526
John C. Morse ft 1/180 555
William Graves n 1/175 571
Edward Griffin tt 1/175 571
John Alexander tt 1/175 571
William p. Hatch It 1/220 454
Henry Jackson tt 1/175 571
John Scott tt 1/175 571
3_/ Albert Cook Church, "Whaleships and 'mhaling", pp, 45-46.
W. W. Norton and Co., New York, 1938
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Outfitters competed with each other in reaching an in-
coming vessel and securing the trade of returning seamen.
These and boarding-house keepers all took from the sailor's
slender purse. Deductions were often made from the lay while
on voyage, and a man might return to find himself in debt.
It is told of one such whaleman that, after four years or so
in the Pacific, he settled up at New Bedford and, after de-
duction of his debts to the ship, found himself with fifty
dollars. Someone asked him what he was going to do with the
money. "Well," he said, "I guess I'll buy myself some fine
clothes and go out on the town for a Miile
,
and then I'll put
the rest of it in a barrel."
Difficult crew names often were changed. Sandwich Is-
landers being expert swimmers and boatmen made find whalemen;
so if a native name was long and hard, it might become "John
's^uincy Adams" or "John Hawaii", The better Portuguese hands
that drifted into New Bedford made capable boatmen and look-
outs. They became boat-steerers and often shipped as mates.
Sometimes a member of a crew went to sea to escape the law;
that sailor would use an assumed name. Desertion v/as not ^com-
mon during a voyage.
Life at Sea on a 1.7haleship
It must have been a thrilling sight to have watched the
departure of a fine old whaler. Jlags were flying on the ship
but on shore were anxious hearts. There was the bustle of
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getting the last thing aboard, i'ineiiiy the order was given
to weigh anchor; the canvas was unfurled and with the pilot
at the helm the ship moved across the bay tov/ard the Eliza-
beth Islands, Then the pilot and friends v/ould leave with
farewells and cheering words for a prosperous voyage and a
safe return. Long before night the ship would be lost in the
horizon. <Vives and mothers watched from housetops to catch a
last glimpse through the telescopes.
When out to sea, the crew were divided into watches. The
captain often made a speech to impress or intimidate the men#
The work of the first few weeks combined routine, preparation,
and training. Scrubbing decks was a laborious task for water
had to drawn up in huge canvas buckets by men at the side,
iVhen weather was fine and the sea calm, the boats would be
lowered and ”green hands” instructed in the tactics involved
in capturing a whale. A real sailor was a Jack-of -all-trades
and his work was never done.
The three or four mates, alert men, commanded the whale-
boats, directed the pursuit, and attacked with the lance; they
also performed the tasks requiring the greatest skill and ex-
perience in the long process of converting carcasses into oil
and whalebone. The mates were responsible for maintaining
discipline. The first mate was usually the busiest man on
board for he was responsible for carrying out the captain's
orders, keeping the log-book, and directing navigation of the
vessel.
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After the mates, the most important group of men con-
sisted of the boatsteerers or harpooners, skilled and experi-
enced. Then there were the cooper, the steward or servant of
the captain, the carpenter, the blacksmith, and the cook, and
sometimes a boy apprentice or two.
The main body of foremast hands, the seamen and green
hands, did the rowing, performed the laborious tasks in the
trying-out, and also numerous routine duties. Skill, enter-
prise, and endurance were the qualifications desired by those
who selected crews.
In regard to living quarters there was strict separation
of officers and men. The captain’s cabin in the after part
was fairly comfortable. The men were in the forvi/ard part or
forecastle where space and ventilation were often lacking.
Between these two v/as the space reserved for the boat-steerers
cooper, and steward. The mates had small staterooms just for-
ward of the captain’s quarters.
The master of a whaler had usually learned the trade from
the bottom up. He was not an easy disciplinarian, but often
showed a fatherly attitude toward his crew. A few masters
were intelligent and gentlemanly; others had character and
sense but were very stern; still others were harsh and some-
times brutal, profane, and ignorant. The latter were in the
minority. The average captain was a superb seaman, beyond
the average in physical courage, in resolution and ambition.
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A fine navigator, he was also a skilled and daring whaleman;
he could endure hardship, and labor unceasingly against mis-
fortunes. His duties began when, once out to sea, it became
his task to find cargo, in pursuit of the cargo he visited
desolate, dangerous seas and for a long period of time was
responsible for the health and morale of the crew and the
safety of the ship. Without teaching and with only experi-
ence and a medical book to help him, he often had to diagnose
symptoms, dispense medicine, set limbs, and perform operations,
He could punish crime aboard ship, bargain at islands visited,
and ship new crew members when needed. In short, he was
physician, lawyer, diplomat, financial agent, taskmaster,
judge, peacemaker, sailor, whaleman, navigator.
The Whaleboat
The American whaleboat has been called the most perfect
water craft ever floated. The speed and grace missing in the
large boat were to be found in this perfected rowboat. From
twenty-eight to thirty feet long it held six men who sat,
staggered, away from the oarlocks in order to balance the
great length of the cars. The boat itself weighed about five
hundred pounds
; one thousand pounds of gear and craft went
in; the crew of four oarsmen, a harpooner, and a boatheader
|
weighed another one thousand pounds. From the very beginning
whaleboats carried sails for use when there was wind. Two
tubs each held about 150 fathoms of line. "Craft” included
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razor-sharp weapons, harpoon, lance, and cutting-spade for
I
severing tendons of the flukes and for making incisions to
hold the heavy line by \'(hich the great body could be towed
back to the ship. "Gear” meant eq^uipment like oars, paddles,
a bucket for bailing, a compass, hardbread, water, and the
two tubs of whaleline. This line represented the best art of
the rope-walk and was of the best hemp imbued with tar; it
was about two inches only in circumference but it was tested
to sustain great weight. Every whaleboat carried two "live"
harpoons, both to be used if possible; if there was opportunity
to use only one, the second was thrown into the water to avoid
tangling with the line, and dragged along. Every whale craft
maker in old New Bedford tried to make an improved "iron".
In 1848 a negro, Lewis Temple, invented one of such simple
construction and so practical that it was at once adopted to
the exclusion of all others. The account books of James Dur-
fee show that while whaling was at its height, his New Bedford
4/
shop made 58,517 harpoons from 1888 to 1868,"” During that time
eight or ten other harpoon makers were kept busy also. Spare
harpoons were carried along in every boat. The purpose of the
harpoon was to attach the boat to the whale. The lance was
what caused death. The socket of the lance fitted on the end
of a six foot pole making an instrument twelve feet long. The
4/ Clifford W. Ashley, "The Yankee Whaler", p, 86, Houghton
Mifflin Co., The Riverside Press, Cambridge, 1938
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whaleman sought to reach the "life” of the whale—-his lungs,
A shoulder gun and bomb lance was perfected by one Eben Pierce
of New Bedford in the 185U*s. This was good to get whales
that might escape under ice, but was not so good for capturing
sperm whales; they travel usually in schools and no noise is
wanted.
Types of i/'/halas
"Oh, the rare old whale, mid storm and gale
In his ocean home will be
A giant in might, where might is right.
And King of the boundless sea,"
-Whale Song quoted in Moby Dicn-
Generally speaking there are two classes cf whales, those
with teeth on the under jaw and those which have slabs of bone
in the mouth instead of teeth. Whales are mammals; they have
no gills and must come to the surface to breathe. Instead of
fins there are muscular flippers. The tails or flukes are
horizontal. The sperm whale offered the most sport; the right
and the bowhead whales were the ones sought for whalebone of
commercial length and quality. The mouth of the sperm has a
single row of teeth on each side of the long narrow lower jaw.
The mouth of the right or the bowhead whale has fixed to the
upper jaw slabs of hornlike substance called whalebone. When
the mouth is closed these slabs are slanted back; when it is
open, the slabs hang almost perpendicularly, forming a screen.
The inner edge of each slab is frayed and slit into long hairs
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like a fringe. When the whale’s mouth has closed, he pushes
his huge tongue forward forcing out the water; the whalebone
acts as a sieve and holds food ready to be swallowed. The
sperm has a single S-shaped spout-hole at the top of the fore-
head; the others have double spout-holes at the back of the
head. The sperm blows regularly about fifty times. The
breath contained in the lungs is heated and when the whale
surfaces, it is forcibly expelled into the colder outer air
where it condenses and forms a column of vapor. Vi/hen the
whale drops he remains under water from forty-five to sixty
minutes searching or waiting for food. Whales often were
seen motionless on the surface at night.
The eye of the sperm is at the side just above the
mouth; therefore the creature cannot see directly ahead or in
back. The tiny ear opening is a few inches back of the eye.
The favorite food of the sperm is giant sq^uid or octopus;
the whalebone type feeds on ”brit”
,
minute fish that float
in masses on whaling grounds, sometimes stretching for miles
along the surface. The sperm is mostly head and has a hump
I
on its back farther back than the fin on the finback. The
i
bowhead and right whales are alike except that the right has
a "bonnet” with deep-set barnacles on its nose. The sperm
fights with jaws and tail; he is dangerous at both ends. The
others fight with the flukes vrfaich can move with terrific
force and speed. The sperm is a "globe-trotter”, being found
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Jeverywhere in warmer waters; the right i\4iaie is found in the
North Pacific and the South Seas but does not cross the eq.ua-
tor. The bowhead is found in the Arctic, in the Bering and
in the Okhotsk Seas. The humpback is found in comparatively
shallow pacific waters. It yielded inferior oil, and was
likely to sink after being killed.
Some specific terms were applied to the actions of a
whale. ”Glip” was the name given to oil emitted by the whale
before going below. If an object passed over the glip, the
whale became frightened. A whale "breached” when it rose
vertically out of the v/ater. It "settled" when it dropped
from sight. It "lobtailed" when it hung, head downward, in
the water and swept a radius with its flukes, striking the
water. It "sounded" vihen it lifted the forward part of the
body a few feet out of the water, gave a strong spout, and
then dipped its nose, rounded its back in a high arch, threw
the flukes into the air, and disappeared in a perpendicular
descent, wliile sperm ^ales are usually found in schools,
the others are found singly or in twos or threes. The average
sperm’s blubber is about six inches thick while the bowhead ’s
is even thicker, whales have no vocal cords but make audible
sounds when in violent motion and groan when mortally hurt.
The bowhead gives the greatest amount of oil and is usually
under fifty feet in length; an average sperm may be forty to
fifty feet long and is the most pugnacious. The most powerful
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enemy is the killer whale, a long fish which attacks in a
company. The whale seems to lose its pov/er and submit; these
fish nearly always succeed in killing their prey for they have
sharp teeth. They eat only the tongue. Otherwise the whale
is the "monarch of the deep". There are few things alive in
the sea that will not make way for a swimming whale.
one of the mysteries of the sea is the fact that there
are no half-breed whales. No two groups ever travel together
although their paths in the ocean often cross.
The Capture of a vvhale
The whalemen usually made a systematic search of a "whal-
ing ground". A whaler pursued no definite course, but certain
general routes were followed. Sperm whalers went out by way
of Cape Horn, the Cape Horn—Honolulu route being popular.
High up, on the upper cross-trees, the masthead lookout
steadied himself feeling every dip and roll magnified a
hundred times. As Melville expressed it in "Moby Dick":
"Here, tossed about the sea, the beginner feels about as cozy
as he would standing on a bull’s horns." A bonus, likely in
the form of tobacco or money, was usually given to the one
who raised the first whale taken. Sometimes every man who
raised a whale that was captured received a prize. The look-
out "sang out" when a whale betrayed its whereabouts, on a
clear day the "spout" might be seen four miles away. When the
ship was near enough, the boats were lowered and the chase
began. Larger whaleships carried four boats--one of the star-
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[board q^uarter reserved for the captain or fourth mate and the
remaining three on the larboard q^uarter, waist, and bow used
by the first, second, and third mates respectively. The
boat-header or mate manned the steering-oar, commanded the
small crew of six, and determined the stategy of the chase.
If there was wind, the sail was raised, and the boat skimmed
along trying to cover the distance speedily and quietly, al-
ways avoiding the *’glip”. Each vessel had its own code of
signals given by flags and sails and, if thought advisable,
the movements of the boats might be directed in this manner.
Usually the mates were allowed to use their own judgment.
A spirit of competition between boats was the main secret
of successful whaling, often conditions were such as to tax
the courage of the steadiest as well as the most reckless of
men. Fear of "going on to a whale" was looked down on by
both officers and forecastle hands; but many sailors could
never succeed in overcoming an understandable feeling of fear
and despair. To those on the other hand who, daring and
courageous, regarded the actual pursuit of the game as a roy-
al form of sport, whaling offered a thrill and savage joy
beside yhich other forms of hunting were colorless and dull.
In^^Moby Dick)* Captain Ahab has the entire ship's company
SLSsembled. He looks them over and then starts pacing up and
down.
...But this did not last long. Vehemently pausing,
he cried:
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"What do ye do when ye see a vihale
,
men?”
”Sing out for himi” was the impulsive rejoinder
from a score of clubbed voices#
"Good I” cried Ahab, with a wild approval in his
tones; observing the hearty anirnation into which his
unexpected q^uestion bad so magnetically thrown them#
”And Ti^at do ye next
,
men?”
"Lower away, and after himl”
"And what tune is it ye pull to, men?”
”A dead whale or a stove boat!”
This was indeed the axiom of the born whaleman who stayed
in the business because he liked it in spite of the fact that
pay was low and compensations few and inadequate#
The atmosphere of the chase was full of excitement and
suspense. They must get to the whale before it sounded and
the mate used colorful language to urge on the crew. The
whale was approached either from the rear or from the front;
the mate warned the boatsteerer to stand up in the bow; the
latter braced himself and, at the right moment, sank his har-
poon into the blubber and flesh; if time permitted, a second
harpoon, attached to the same line, followed the first. Some-
times, however, the whale "settled” leaving the boatsteerer
without a target; other times it became alarmed while beyond
reach and the harpoon had to be thrown. If the cast was suc-
cessful, the order "Stern all!” was given for the boat must
back away to escape the convulsive movements of the creature#
The mate went forward then to the bow vdiile the harpooner took
*• :nsm
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the steering-oar in the stern. If the whale ’’sounded” to a
great depth and no other boat was near the line sometimes was
cut, and whale, harpoon and lance were lost. If on the other
hand the victim chose to run along the surface, the men were
off on the wild ride known as a "Nantucket sleighride". This
might last for several hours until the whale was tired enough
for the mate to shorten the towline and get near enough to
deliver a lance thrust, friction retarded the line as it was
being drawn out at a terrific rate; the line led from the tubs
in the after part to a heavy post in the stern called a log-
gerhead. After making two or three turns around this, it went
the whole length of the boat before going out through a
special slit in the bow. Water was poured on the rope to
prevent it from bursting into flames.
After the mate had plunged the lance, he "churned" it up
and down piercing the lungs of some of the larger blood
reservoirs known as the "life". Sooner or later the spout
showed blood and the whale at last "went into its flurry".
It swam furiously in ever narrowing circles, made a final
lurch, threshed the sea violently, and then rolled over on its
side and back. This was the end; to the eyewitness it was
truly royal sport with its thrills and breath-taking excite-
ment. If other whales were near to be captured, a victorious
crew would imbed the pole of a "waif", or flag, in the flesh
as a mark of ownership. Sometimes it was necessary to get
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The head was divided into three portions—the lower jaw,
the "junk" and the "case". The jaw was not of value commer-
cially, but the white bone and huge teeth were kept as raw
material for scrimshav/ products. From the junk came sperma-
ceti, a spongy, oily, inodorous substance for the use in the
manufacture of fine candles and of various ointments. From
the case came the finest grade of sperm oil in such a pure
liquid state that the large reservoir containing it had only
to be bailed out •
Following the strenuous "cutting-in" came the activities
of "trying out"; the oil was boiled out of the blubber and
stowed away in the huge casks in the hold. Cutting in and
trying out were kept up day after day until completed. The
men toiled like ants; watch relieved watch; smoke poured from
the stacks, A shallow reservoir of water under the enclosed
try-works protected the deck from the intense heat of the fire.
The fires were begun with wood; but eifter being tried out, the
shrivelled blubber was used to feed the flames. If the trying
out went on all night, it was a weird sight. The decks were
slippery and skin was made tender by oil and salt water, over
all hung the heat and the smoke, and the odor of boiling oil.
ifi/hen all this activity was at last finished, the boat was
thoroughly cleaned and in a few days had resumed its usual
appearance. The only traces that remained were the blackened
sails, masts, and yards, the result of the smoke from the
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The body of a sperm whale floated without difficulty as
j
a rule and was made fast to the side of the whaleship. Blub-
ber was stripped q_uickly for sharks were around and the weight
I
of the vhale made the vessel difficult to handle in rough
weather. A cutting stage platform was erected above the whale
The head was cut off. The blubber was cut crosswise into long
strips called "blanket pieces", peeled off, and hoisted on
deck, the body turning round and round in the water. Blanket
pieces were cut into smaller pieces and stowed. When oil and
j
spermaceti had been taken out of the head, the remains were
pushed overboard, as was also the blubberless body, for the
sharks and sea birds.
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Ambergris
A valued and rare by-product ;vas ambergris . This is a
foreign substance formed in the sperm v/hale supposedly as a
result of beaks of the sq.uid having punctured the wall of the
intestine. This wax-like substance was found only in ”sick
v^ales". One of the highest priced products of the sea, am-
bergris has sold for five hundred dollars a pound. Arabians
who called it "amber" were among the first to prize it. Early
travelers along shores of the Indian Ocean in their writings
refer to ambergris. Little was known of the origin of this
valuable commercial product until the eighteenth century.
Ambergris has been used for centuries in sacred rites of
churches. The chief use, however, was as perfume, particular-
ly in Asia and Africa. At present about the only use is in
the manufacture of the finest perfumes; ambergris intensifies
any odor to which it is added and has the curious property of
uniting thoroughly all other ingredients.
i/'«dien the blubber had been removed from a dead whale, the
|
whaleman would make some stabs with his boat-spade into the
remaining part in the hope of striking ambergris. If he was
successful, it was like finding gold, for ambergris was indeed
worth its weight in gold. Soft at first, it became harder
after being exposed to air for some time. It varied in color
from black to gray and often was variegated like marble. Gray
ambergris was the best. It was light in weight, inflammable,
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. In 1878 the bark Adeline Q-ibbs of New Bedford
brought home 136 pounds of ambergris worth $23,000.
Sperm oil was used for illuminating and lubricating pur-
poses. Lighthouses burned sperm oil. The remaining species
furnished "vdiale oil”, an inferior oil used as a lubricant and
for cruder forms of illumination. '^Jhalebone was perfectly
adapted to the manufacture of stays, hoops, whips, umbrellas,
and any articles demanding toughness and flexibility. It was
light and strong.
Scrimshaw; Sailor’s Handiwork VVith a knife
Due to the length of a voyage and the fact that sometimes
for weeks no whales v/ere seen, the sailor found himself with
time to spare. To while away the hours he developed an in-
genuity in the use of a knife and fashioned something beauti-
ful from scraps of whale ivory, bone, tropical wood, tortoise
shell, or any other fragments of material. This was termed
’’scrimshaw" work. The origin of the word is not knovm. Canes
were made, spirally scored in imitation of rope. Box covers
might be inlaid to resemble the radii of the compass. A
favorite article was the jagging wheel for cutting, piercing,
and crimping pies. I
Designs for scrimshaw were taken from knots, stars,
figureheads, fish whales, birds, sails, bells, wheels, anchors,
and the like. Articles from bone might include bird cages,
baskets, salt shakers, napkin rings, butter spreaders, door-
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stops, and many other things. Although other tools might
be used, the knife was the main implement.
The articles in the New Bedford yyhaling kuseum today
are an enduring monument left by the whalemen.
songs of the Sea
There was undoubtedly music in every whaler's fore-
castle. The chantey, however, developed in the merchant
service where it was a part of the daily life of the sailor.
On the whaler it was incidental. Once on the whaling
grounds during daytime all unnecessary noise was discouraged
so whales might not be frightened off. Usually in the dog-
watches all hands were permitted to sing, dance, and play
whatever musical instruments they had. Sometimes when
getting up anchor or when cutting-in a whale, there might
be a burst of chantey, Vihen homeward bound with a full
ship, a crew often sang; this was more an expression of joy
than it was an adjunct to v/ork. A singer often improvised
words to suit his fancy. Once in a while a song was com-
mitted to writing. "Captain Bunker"—{s one specimen of
sea poetry.
5 / Elmo P. Kohman, "The American Whaleman", p. 215.
Longmans, Green and Co., New York, 1926
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Captain Bunker
Uur captain stood upon the deck,
A spyglass in his hand,
A viewing of those gallant whales.
That Plowed at every strand.
"Get your tubs in your boats, my boys,
And by your braces stand.
And we ^11 have one of those gallant whales.
Hand, boys, over hand!"
Chorus: So be cheery, my lads! let your hearts never fail
.vhile the bold harpooner is a striking of the whale.
"Overhaul, overhaul!
Your davit- tackles fall.
Till you land your boats in the sea
One and ail!"
Our waist-boat got down.
And of course she got the start:
"Lay me on. Captain Bunker,
I»m ... for a long dart."
Our first mate he struck
And the whale he went down;
The captain he stood by
All ready to bend on.
Which caused the whale to vomic.
And the blood for to spout;
In less than ten minutes.
He rolled both fins out!
Sperm whalers of the south la titudes sang the following
which was doubtless of shore composition. "Diego" meant the
Diego Ramirez rocks off Cape Horn.
The Whaleman’s Song—
^
Did the love of adventure, the promise of gold.
And an ardent desire for to roam.
Ever tempt you away o’er the watery world.
Far away from your kindred and homev
With a storm-beaten captain, free hearted and bold.
And a score of brave fellows or two.
Enured to the hardships of hunger and cold,
A fearless and jovial crew.
_6/ Joahna Colcord, "Songs of American Sailormen"
,
p. 196.
W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., New York, 1936
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Have you ever cruised off Diego's bold shores
That are washed by the Antarctic wave,
V^ere the snowy plumed albatross merrily soars
Over many a poor whaler's grave?
Have you ever roamed in the evergreen glades
That are teeming with dainties so rare?
Did you ever make love 'neath the cocoanut shade
To the dark island maids that dwell there?
Did you hear from the masthead the shout
"There she blows,”
See the boats gaily leave the ship's side.
See the mighty fish quiver 'neath the harpooner's blows
As the water with crimson is dyed?
Have you seen the foam fly from the mighty sperm whale
That when boldly attacked in his lair.
With one sweep of his mighty and ponderous tail
Sends the whaleboat so high in the air?
Did you ever Join in with a boisterous cheer
Ringing high over Heaven's blue dome
When rich with the spoils you have purchased so dear
You hoisted your topsails, bound home?
And after the voyage v/hen Columbia's coast
Loomed proudly from out the blue main.
Have you felt that Joy that you longed for the most
Of meeting your loved ones again?
The following chantey was usually sung by a crew homeward
7/bound. Here are the words of one version:—
"We're homeward bound to New Bedford town;
Cood-by, fare you well; good-by, fare you well;
When we get there we will walk around.
Hurrah, my boys, we're homeward bound.
"And now our ship is full, my boys;
Cood-by, fare you well; good-by, fare you well;
'We'll think of home and all its Joys;
Hurrah, my boys, we're homeward bound.
"It's where you see those New Bedford girls;
Good-by, fare you well; good-by fare you well;
‘With their bright blue eyes and flov/ing curls;
Hurrah, my boys, we're homeward bound.
1
_! John A. Spears, "Story of the New England Whalers", p
The kaclvlillan Company, New York, 1908
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”Vl/hen we're paid off, v/e'li have a good time;
G-ood-by, fare you well; good-by, fare you well;
The sparking of girls and the drinking of wine;
Hurrah, my boys, we’re homeward bound.
"We'll spend money free when we’re on shore;
Good-by, fare you well; good-by, fare you well;
And when it's all gone, we'll to sea for more;
Hurrah, my boys, we're homev/ard bound."
An old forecastle song which was a favorite with bowhead
whalemen who were accustomed to put in at Hawaiian Islands on
the homeward journey after a season in the Arctic was "Rolling
Down to Old Maui".—
^
Once more we sail v/ith a favoring gale
A-bounding o'er the main,
And soon the hills of the tropic clime
Will be in view again.
Six sluggish months have passed away
Since from your shores sailed we,
But now we're bound from the Arctic ground
Rolling down to old Maui.
Chorus
Rolling down to old tiaui, my boys,
Rolling down to old Maui,
But now we're bound from the Arctic ground.
Rolling down to old Maui.
V»e will heave our lead where old Diamond head
Looms up on old uahu.
Our masts and rigging are covered with ice.
Our decks are filled with snow.
The hoary head of the Sea Gull Isles
That decks the Arctic Sea
Are many and many leagues astern
Since we steered for old Maui.
2/ Joanna Colcord, op. cit., p. 197
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0 welcome the seas and the fragrant breeze
Laden with odors rare
,
And the pretty mids in the sunny glades
Who are gentle, kind and fair,
And their pretty eyes even now look out,
Hoping some day to see
Our snow white sails before the gales
Rolling down to old 2>daui£^
Once more we sail with a favoring gale
Toward our distant home,
our mainmast sprung, we’re almost done.
Still we ride the ocean’s foam.
Our Steen’ sail booms are carried away,
Vvhat care we for that sound,
A living gale is after us.
Hurrah I We’re homeward bound.
Would-be poets found in whaling a romantic subject, but
their efforts were amateurish and usually mere versification.
Probably the oldest whaling song extant was authored by a
Dr. John Osborn, born on Cape Cod in 1713 and educated at
Harvard. The eighteen verses make the poem ponderous and dull
Here are ten of them.
9 /A Whaling Song—
when spring returns with western gales
And gentle breezes sweep
The ruffling seas, we spread our sails
To plough the wat’ry deep.
For killing northern whales prepared.
Our nimble boats on board.
With craft and rum (our chief regard)
And good provisions stored.
Bold, hardy men, with blooming age.
Our sandy shores produce;
'With monstrous fish they dare engage.
And dangerous calling choose.
_9/ Daniel Ricketson, "History of New Bedford", p. 67.
Published by the author, 1658
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As to the north we mahe our way,
Surprising scenes we find;
We lengthen out the tedious day;
And leave the night behind.
When in our station we are placed
And whales around us play,
We launch our boats into the main
And swiftly chase our prey.
A mighty whale we rush upon.
And in our irons throw:
She sinhs her monstrous body down
iimong the waves below.
And when she rises out again,
we soon renew the fight
,
Thrust our sharp lances in amain.
And all her rage incite.
She thrashes with her tail around
And blows her redd’ning breath;
She breaks the air, a deafening sound.
While ocean groans beneath.
From numerous wounds, with crimson flood
She stains the frothy seas.
And gasps, and blows her latest blood,
while quivering life decays.
With joyful hearts we see her die.
And on the surface lay;
While all with eager haste apply
To save our deathful prey.
The one masterpiece of prose inspired by whaling was
Herman Melville’s immortal work of literature—”Moby Dick”.
A song of the sea in lighter vein has been written by
Wallace Irwin.
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V.'HAT HOI SHE BLOWS
Yes, I am the blolce i«4iat shovelled the coKe
On the whaler, Lally-ma-Loo
;
And the gallant soul what scuttled the coal
Is the same that»s talking to you.
We stud in the bight that starry night
A-tacking agin the gale
When the Capting shouts, "She spins, she spoutsi
Yo-ho and avast, the whale I”
(Of course, you know that the yell ”Yo-hoJ”
Should mean, ’’Slack stidder and cast’.”
And you understand the simple command
When the Capting hollers, ”Avasti”)
So we on v/ith our coats and we manned the boats
For the point where the whale she blew.
And we carried aboard a bundle of cord,
A pearl-handled Knife and a screw.
”0 Capting Nye, ”I says, says 1,
’’Now what are we going to do.
In such a gale to murder a whale
yVith a pearl-handled knife and a screw?”
But the Capting’ s gaze was over the haze
And never a word spoke he.
And never a speech and never a screech.
And never a word to me.
Till he says and he said as he pinted ahead.
Right straight at the monster’s fin,
”His actions denote that his heart’s in his throat.
So jab him under the chin!”
So he held the screw—I’m a-tellin’ you true--
And he handed the knife to me;
And gripping the sheath in me wisdom teeth
I plumped right into the sea.
Id/ Songs of the Sea and Sailors’ Chanteys: An Anthology
Selected and Arranged by Robert Frothingham, pp 229
231. Houghton Mifflin Company, The Riverside Fress
Cambridge
,
1924

Yes, out I dumb and over I swum
Right under the monster’s fin,
V/here I opens me knife, and regardless of life,
I jabs him under the chin.
Then the whale piped high a leviathan cry
And he gurgled in huge despair;
Then he spattered our sail and stud on his tail
And turned nine flips in the air.
”My eye, my eyei" says Capting Nye,
"I didn’t expect that there.
That a full sized whale would stand on his tail
And turn nine flips in the air I”
And he says, says he, ”It appears to me.
That the animal must be vexed.
V/e’d better be going,—there isn’t no knowing
V/hat he will be doing next.”
So we switched our tack and we hurried back
To the jolly old Lally-ma-Loo
,
Me holding the cord which we had aboard
And the Capting holding the screw.
And he says to me, ”If a way there be
To murder a whale in a storm
—
It’s to bandage his eyes and smothere his cries
With a bottle o’ chloroform."
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"Gamming’*; Meeting of whalers at Sea
The excessive length of a viialing voyage Kept away from
the service all but the hardiest and most -venturesome souls.
During the hours when no whales were in sight officers Kept
the men busy cleaning, and polishing, and mending sails, in
quiet time recreation might include reading, writing, re-
examining old letters, mending, and yarn-spinning; the latter
always appealed. But the two most interesting forms of di-
version were scrimshawing and gamming. Gamming was infre-
quent; scrimshav/ing long and constant.
The gam was a visit between t?/o friendly whalers meeting
at sea. The boats would set signals and heave to. The cap-
tain of one vessel, with a boat's crew, went aboard the
second whaler v^ile his first mate remained behind to enter-
tain the mate and a boat's crew from the other ship. Both
groups, especially after weems or months of solitary cruising
were eager for gossip, news, and reading matter of the other.
Work was interrupted and replaced with a general holiday.
This relief from monotony gave new zest to the spirits of the
men. Sometimes two boats sailed for a time in company and
hunted together. The gam was a colorful incident in the life
of a whaleman.
At this point may be mentioned a quaint crude whaleman's
"post-office" maintained at the Galapagos Islands. The post-
office consisted of a huge covered turtle-shell placed on top
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of a conspicuous rock. Each whaler would deposit in the
shell letters consigned to other ships and overhaul the con-
tents for letters addressed to her. Many letters were lost
or delayed for a long while.
The "Golden Age of 7/haling"
In what might be called the "Golden Age" of New Bedford’s
whaling, from about 1833 to 1863, her whaling vessels in num-
ber and tonnage exceeded the combined fleets of all other
whaling ports. New Bedford became known as the foremost
dialing port of the world. Her whaleships would have made a
line ten miles in length. The whaleboats they carried would
have extended six miles if strung out in a line and there
were ten thousand strong sailors to man them. Although the
American ^ale fishery passed its peak about 1846, New Bed-
ford’s fleet continued to wax great until it reached its
height in 1857. At that time there were three hundred
twenty-nine ships, barks, brigs, and schooners.
The Arctic Bowhead fishery commenced in 1848 and for fifty
years was the most important branch of the industry. The bow-
head whale was more desirable than the right; it was easier to
capture, yielded more oil and heavier whalebone. Artie whaling
however, required stauncher vessels, heavier equipment, and
a technique for dealing not only with whales but with ice and
bitter cold.
In 1857 New Bedford’s fleet brought home sperm oil,
whale oil, and whalebone that amounted to more than half the
»
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catch for the whole American fleet. The toggle iron inven-
tion, the perfecting of the whaleline, and the defeat of
scurvy were the outstanding improvements in the industry;
otherwise it went on v/ith surprisingly few changes through
the years,
Whaleships were owned on shares but not by incorporated
companies; the Golden Age was a triumph of individual enter-
prise, ?or its size New Bedford was the richest community in
the world. Merchants looKed backward and felt secure.
Hazards and Incidents Related to Whaling
Incidents connected with the business of whaling would
fill an absorbing book, uf all pursuits whaling preserved
to the greatest degree its original picturesqueness. Hazards
and risks were allied to the industry. Vessels were exposed
to storm, fog, and reef. Men had to guard against sharks,
injuries from the razor-sharp instruments used, and fire dur-
int the trying-out process. Given to portless roaming a
whaler was often isolated; as a consequence help vi^as seldom
to be expected in an emergency. Shipwreck might mean days
in an open boat without adequate food and water and the pros-
pect of landing on an uninhabited island or of meeting un-
friendly natives.
The greatest risks came when the boats were lowered for
the chase. Disasters occurred in spite of skill and courage.
Boat accidents were varied, A man might be whisked into the
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sea by a flying loop of a "foul line" that was being tai^en
out at terrific speed. A sweep of a whale's flukes might
injure or pick men out of the boat while missing the boat
itself. A running whale might carry a boat far from the
larger vessel; if night or a storm set in before the whaler
was again discovered, the situation was often fraught with
peril. '^Vhen a boat was caught in the jaws of a sperm whale,
the result vms a "stove boat" and men were often injured or
drowned. A "stove boat" was a common major event.
v/halemen who ventured into the high latitudes had to
combat other forms of danger. Extreme cold and the barren-
ness of Arctic regions were severe handicaps. Ice in its
various forms was a menace. To be frozen in through a long
winter was a fate dreaded by the best of them.
The Ann Alexander was an interesting ship of a century
ago. She sailed from New Bedford June 1, 1850, for a voyage
and reached the "Offshore Ground" on August 20, At nine A.M,
whales were discovered; the boats were lowered, and by noon
the mate's boat v/as fast to one. The whale ran for a short
distance but then turned, rushed at the boat, seized it, and
smashed it into fragments. Captain Deblois went to the res-
cue and took the mate's crew into his boat which then con-
tained eighteen men. Another boat was sent out from the ship
and the crews divided. Again the mate's boat was attacked
and demolished; the captain picked up the swimming crew.
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jThey proceeded to return but had gone only a short distance
'I
when the whale was discovered in hot pursuit, his jaws open.
i
The monster passed without harming them. On board the vessel
again they sent out a spare boat to pick up oars and then re-
newed the attack from the ship. A lance thrown into the
whalers head infuriated it so that it made for the ship. As
it came near, the vessel was turned and the whale v/ent by.
The captain again advanced to discover that the whale had
settled some distance below the surface. As it was now sun-
down, they decided to give up the attack; not so the whale.
The monster now rushed toward the ship at a speed of fifteen
^
I
knots and struck a terrible blow about two feet from the keelj
A large hole was broken through the bottom and the water '
poured in. Anchors were cut away to lighten the ship. The
captain secured what valuables he could like sextant, chrono-
meter, and charts; then he ordered the boats shoved off. He
was the last man off; the ship was already on end, wHen they
took stock, the men found only three gallons of water. Next
morning, finding the vessel still above water, they boarded
her but got only five gallons of vinegar and twenty pounds of
bread. V/ith heavy hearts they set off in the small boats
wondering what their fate would be. Happily for all concerned,
on August 22, they sighted a sail, signalled, were seen, and
soon were on board a ship from Nantucket, Five months after
this incident the same whale that wrecked the Ann Alexander
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was captured by the Rebecca Sims of New Bedford putting to
an end all doubts as to the truth of the disaster I Two of
the A.rin Alexander's harpoons were found in the whale, and
pieces of the ship*s timbers were found imbedded in its head.
Disease had robbed it of its power to attack.
In 1847 the New Bedford ship Triton put into Sydenham»s
Island, one of the King»s Mill group, to recruit, Ifi/hile the
captain with his boat’s crew were ashore purchasing a fluke
-
chain, some natives, incited by a renegade Spaniard, captured
the ship, killing a mate and several of the crew. The sec-
ond mate with his men escaped in a boat. Two Nantucket ships
later touched at the islands and rescued the survivors.
Captain Edmund Gardner, whaleman of New Bedford, was
wounded while serving as officer on the ship Winslow, WTiile
trying to lance a sperm whale, he received a blow from the
creature’s lower jaw. His skull was injured, his jaw broken,
and his arms and shoulders severely cut. All sail was made
at once for the nearest port of Payta, Upon arrival six
days later it was found that the nearest doctor was fifty
miles away; thirty-six more hours passed before the wounds
were treated. In spite of all this, the patient eventually
resumed the voyage and recovered.
Log-books treated the most thrilling happenings in a
most matter-of-fact manner. The following is taken from the
log of the ship Benjamin Tucker
,
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I upper left corner is the caption ’’Lost the Cpt By A Sperm
V/ha le "
.
Remarks on Board Saturday uct. 27, 186U
These 24 hours conmieces with plesant trades and
clear at 3 RM lowrd for Sperm v«hales. L Boat Bow
Boat and Starboard boat the second mate steering the
Cpt after chasing some time the starboard boat struck
the same time the whale stove the boat the after half
of the boat all to peices sending the vVhole crew into
the water amung the line ivir Sheiman got holt of the
Cpt hauld him up and tole 2 mor to take holt of him
while he sot his mate for a nother boat but they could
not hold him suppose the line took him down again the
L boat came in 10 or 15 minuets and took in the rest
of the crew could not see anything of the Cpt returned
to the ship B boat kild the whale and at sunset took
him a long side and took in the remainder of the boat
at daylight commenced cutting at 11 Aii finished middle
and last part plesant weather
so ends these 24 hours
I
From the log-book of the Ann Alexander comes the follow-
!
ing:
Friday Feb 9, 1849
Commences with light winds and foggay at 2 R M
clear at 3 saw a shole of Whales lowered the 3 boats
the LB struck and kill one and wast him the ship being
within 2 miles of him coming with a light breeze l
left him to chase after the school the wB got fast and
the Whale kick ivir. Morse overboard so thay had to cut
to pick him up the Ship lost the run of this LB Vv’hale
so we saw nothing more of them middle part calm latter
part light winds and plesant from the South cruzing a
bout for the dead whale but saw nothing of him Ship in
sight found the lost whale 2 nights and one day after,
so ends
The log of the Benjamin Tucker shows that on May 9,
1860, three \fl±iales were taken although winds were strong and
it was ’’ruff”. Below the entry for that day's account are
the words ’’Larboard boat got stove some”.
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i’acts stranger than fiction are in the log -book of the
bark Young Phoenix of New Bedford, Captain Charles Tobey.
Under the date of July 29, 1854 it reads:
"First part fine weather, employed in whaling,
struck and killed one to the waist boat, found one
line and a k.Alsi attached to the line, supposed to
have been taken out of the boat, there was two
round turns on one leag, the man we took on board
and buried him, age about 25 years. Dark complexion,
supposed to be French by the Dress, and the mark in
the Iron, Mark W. Ship Ki/'inslow, middle thicK, latter
part employed in vdialing and cutting.
So. ends."
On October 3, 1865, the bark Atlantic sailed out of
New Bedford on a voyage that lasted two years and six months.
They took 2500 barrels of oil and l3uOU pounds of bone. The
skipper. Captain Benjamin V^est, was one of the best, it was
an eventful trip. During it, the cook, a Spaniard, stabbed
to death one of the men, a James Foster of New Bedford. The
cook was put in double irons and later transferred to the
whaleship Osceola bound for home. Two m tnesses were sent
along also by Captain Wing. The Spaniard was convicted and
sentenced for life to Charlestown State prison where he
killed a guard and had to be placed in solitary confinement.
The ship went through bad weather on the "Crozets" in the
Indian Ocean. A miraculous escape from drowning happened
one day. The ship was rolling heavily when a seaman caught
unawares by a huge wave was washed overboard. The cry "Man
overboard" rang out, but it was impossible to lower a boat.
Then the miracle occurred. In righting herself the ship
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1scooped the seaman back up again on to the deck.
A whale the Atlantic struck on the Croze ts was a great
fighter. Four boats lowered and all made fast to him. He
came for the boats and the lines became fouled. They were
obliged to cut the lines and after three hours of struggle,
with two boats stove, they had to let the whale go for good.
The whale made a strange sight as he v/ent roaring off with
sixteen harpoons sticking up in his body. The sixteen poles
swaying in the air looked to the men like a "scanty forest
of waving pines".
IJates sometimes were witty in the way they put things
down in a log. The log of the B!iary Ann of Fairhaven states:
Wed Sept SO 1854
"Commenced with bad weather heavy sq.ualls and rain.
Hove the ship to under close reefed mantopsail and
foresail. Stove the bow boat on the cranes. Moderated
toward night. Carried away the butter keg and buried
the steward up to his eyes in butter.
Thursday Sept 21
Steward crawled out of the butter."
Perhaps the most famous log in the New Bedford public
Library is that of the ship Junior
.
commanded by Archibald
Mellen, Jr. On Christmas Day, 1857, there occurred aboard
the Junior one of the most horrible mutinies ever committed
aboard any ship. Strangely, Plummer, the ringleader in this
mutiny, before leaving the ship, wrote the story in the log-
book to clear those remaining on board of any part in the
crime. This was an unheard of proceeding.
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The ship sailed in July, 1B57
,
to the Indian and pacific
Oceans. Christmas night after the captain had retired,
Plummer with four associates, shot the captain v/ith a whaling
gun as he lay asleep. The first mate, although shot six
times, managed to hide out and survived. The third mate v/as
killed with a lance or other instrument. The remainder of
the crew, alarmed, rushed on deck but when confronted by the
mutineers had to submit. Twenty miles off the coast of
Australia, Plummer and his accomplices took two whaleboats
and, rifling the ship of everything of value, left the vessel
and landed on shore. Later eight of them were captured and
hung. The kindly captain and the major part of the crew had
had no suspicion of this cold-blooded scheme.
This old log-book with its broken binding, its ink
broY/n with age, and its empty pages after the account of the
mutiny, is an interesting specimen. At the time of the in-
famous deed the ship was at "Latitude 37-58 3” and "Longitude
166-57 E". The first mate was brought out of hiding and made
to navigate the ship which "v;ould have been lost". The open-
ing sentence of the testimony in the log follov/s:
"On board of Ship Junior 1857
This is to testify that we Gyrus Plummer, John
Hall, Richard Cartha, Cornelius Burns, and William
Herbert did on the night of the 25th of December last
take the ship Junior and that all others in the ship
are quite innocent of the deed.
Plummer later escaped the gallows by turning Statens
t; 7' .
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In 1865 the kilt on of New Bedford tooh a whale that in
spouting made a shrill noise like a steam Tdiistle, The man
who cut off the head put a foot into the spout hole and got
it cut. Upon examination it was found that a harpoon blade
was run through the breathing holes and the whistling sound
had been caused by the escaping air against the edge. The
iron was marked with the name of the Central America which
had had her last voyage fifteen years before this capture
as found in the New Bedford Shipping List.
On March 4, 1854, the ship Canton of New Bedford was
wrecked on a reef in the Pacific. The men got to a barren
island where for four weeks the temperature was 135 by day.
They determined to get to the king*s Mill group of islands
eight hundred miles distant. There was limited bread and
water for four boats. Keeping together by night they separ-
ated by day in hopes of sighting a sail. Because of bad
weather they passed the islands they wished to stop at.
After forty-five days they landed at Saipan; not one was able
to stand. They eventually caught birds and fish and drank
cocoanut milk. Then they set out for Tinian thirty miles
distant. At first the commander there would not let them
land, believing them to be pirates. At last they got bread
and water. Four days afterward they landed at Guam, having
sailed 3500 miles in the small boats.
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Then there was the strange case of a right whale killed
in the North Pacific by the Cornelius Howland of New Bedford,
Captured in 1870 it contained an iron belonging to the bark
Ansel Gibbs which for at least ten years before 1870 had been
whaling only in the North Atlantic,
A certain Amos C, Baker went through a series of mis-
fortunes, On October 13
,
1664, while serving as third mate
of the bark Awashonks
,
then off the coast of Patagonia, he
lowered in pursuit of two whales and succeeded in harpooning
one. Before it could be lanced, the whale with a sweep of
its flukes cut the boat in two. The mate and one oarsman
v/ere entangled in the wreckage and after a few moments of un-
consciousness awoke to find themselves being jerked about,
Finally they were able to cut the line after which they were
picked up and taken to the bark. There they learned that
Mr, Baker had broken his leg above the knee. After lying in
his bunk for days, he was able to walk on crutches. Again
he took his place in the whaling boat, leaning on the steer-
ing oar; again his boat was knocked to pieces. During the
following voyage as second mate of the bark Stafford he and
the entire boat were carried far undervra.ter when a line
caught ^ile the whale to which it was fast was sounding. He
fortunately escaped serious injury.
In January, 1658, the freighter John Gilpin with a large
cargo of oil was wrecked and sunk off Cape Horn, un January
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1, 1661, the Congress of New Bedford while cruising between
Cape Leurwin and Bull Head, picked up a cask of oil covered
with barnacles—a relic of the wreck of the John Cilpin o In
three years the cask had drifted east by north 7760 miles.
In 1659 a Captain Bierce of the Emerald of New Bedford
wrote home about an encounter with a whale. After nine hours
of hard fight they had killed and sunk him. They had had
five boats stove in, had lost five irons and seven bombs, and
broken several oars. In trying to haul the whale up, both
lines had parted and the creature had gone down again in
forty fathoms of water.
Ghost Ship
kany a New Bedford whale ship ended her career far from
home, some of them in the icy waters of the Arctic and others
in sunnier climes. It was a curious fate that befell the
Young Phoenix
,
which for several seasons was known as "The
Plying Eskimo" of the Arctic. Abandoned by her crew after
she went ashore and lost her rudder, the vessel later worxea
clear and sailed away into the Arctic wastes. This might
have been the last of the ship, but the Young Phoenix sur-
vived several seasons, going north with a current at one
season of the year and returning in the ice pack at another
period of the year. To the natives she was known the
Ghost Ship, for there was no one aboard to guide her move-
ments. She was identified as the Young phoenix on several
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occasions, for a number of seasons her masts from which
fluttered a few rags, had remained aloft. As to how she re-
mained afloat so long while going bacK and forth in the ice
pack, the theory was that the cargo of solid ice that half
filled her hold had helped her to survive.
The Young fhoenix had been one of the most successful
vessels sailing from New Bedford. On her thirteen voyages
that preceded the final one when she was lost, she had made
over one billion dollars for her ov/ners. The most notable
incident in her history happened in January, 1876, v/hen,
under the command of Captain David L. Gifford, the Young
Phoenix was the means of saving the lives of forty-two per-
sons. They were the survivors from the wreck of the Scottish
bark Strathmore
.
which had gone ashore on one of the Croze
t
Islands in the Indian Ocean on July 1, 1875.
Wreck of the '.irlialeship Citizen
on October 29, 1851, the whaleship Citizen sailed from
New Bedford, bound for the North Pacific. Some whales were
caught along the way. The coast of Chile was passed, and on
April 20, 1852, the ship entered the port of Hilo on the is-
land of Hawaii. At the next stop, Honolulu, the ship was re-
cruited for the Arctic and letters were left for home. Then
the Citizen headed for Bering Straits. Whales v/ere seen
going toward the north and native huts were seen along shore.
Near the end of June it was decided to go into the ice
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after vdiales. A momentary lack of vigilance brought the
boat on submerged jagged ice; it v/as necessary to go back
two hundred miles and repair a leak. Seven days later the
boat was on her way north again and soon with other ships was
busy whaling,
un September 21, a violent wind came from the northeast;
the northern lights were brilliant. By September 25, the
storm had reached hurricane violence and the Citizen was
heading toward reefs on shore. Unmanageable by this time,
she struck hard; a hole opened up so big that casks came out.
Another crash shattered the framework. The men huddled in
fear as the fog cleared and showed land three hundred yards
away. The masts inclined toward shore; the top of the vessel
had separated. The captain told the men to get to shore what
ever way they could and he threw a lantern keg to the first
who succeeded. The keg was air-tight and contained candles,
matches, and tinder. Some men crawled along the mainmast to
shore; others jumped in among the casks and made their way in
to shore. Three dogs drowned. The steerage boy lost his
grip and was swept away. In two hours the ship was a total
wreck.
A fire was made on shore; casks of oil that floated in
were burned. Thirty-three men answered to roll call which
showed five were dead. Casks, canvas, ropes, tools, whaling
gear were collected. Five casks of bread had been washed up.

A dead pig was roasted. The men were thankful for two things:
it was daylight, and the shore was not high cliffs. That
night they slept in casks with their heads to the fire.
Exploration was planned; after traveling fifteen miles
the men met two natives. Wlien the captain pointed to their
settlement, the natives understood. That night v/as spent in
the native huts which were temporary for trading and hunting;
next day dog-teams came from the big settlement to taKe the
men to the new quarters. The head man was kind and sympathet-
ic and the men were distributed among the huts to share life
with the natives. Several times they went back to salvage
what they could from the wreck. It was hard to see their
ship again. Molasses was found which when mixed with flour
made good pancakes, A sail was seen one day but the men dared
not venture out in the native canoes; for some reason the
natives made it clear these were not to be touched. The whole
company wept when the ship passed on.
The weather was moderate until November 17, vvliile the
sea was open, whales were plentiful. Then a severe north
gale froze the water. Finally the sun disappeared. During
the long polar darkness, the men rarely ventured out, but the
natives did, traveling from settlement to settlement. The
surora borealis was a sublime scene; the moon was brilliant.
The men sang to pass the time; this the natives liked. Cap-
tain Norton kept account of time by tying knots in twine. An
:
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ordinary jacknife served for a razor.
By January 1 most of the provisions salvaged v/ere gone;
the food of the natives now must be tried. It was freely
offered. The natives caught vtoales by getting near to them
and throwing one or two harpoons. Then they would cast over-
board two air tight inflated seal-skins attached to the lines
made of strong walrus skin. Another canoe would strike and
two more seal skins would be attached to the body of the
whale. Thus they would go on till the whale vra.s weary; then
they went up and lanced him. The meat was thrown in an under-
ground "cellar" along with walrus and seal meat; it was eaten
raw. A native bread was made by boiling a vine found on the
ground where the snow melts during summer.
The huts were of walrus skin from twelve to thirty feet
in diameter. The round roof extended to ten or twelve feet.
A fire was rarely made inside a hut. The interior contained
two rooms for eating and sleeping. The bed was of walrus
skin stretched and fastened to stakes about a foot above the
ground. Coarse rushes were placed underneath. Huts were
built in the bleakest section to avoid drifting snow. Being
circular they let wind and snow circulate to leave a cleared
space around them. Lamps were hollow circular dishes of clay
filled vdth seal blubber. Around the edge was a row of fine
moss. The moss was set on fire and by its heat the blubber
was converted into oil which fed on the moss; good light re
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suited but the smoke was offensive
Native health was reasonably good although they were
subject to nosebleed because of the cold and sore eyes from
the reflection of the sun on snov/ and ice. There was belief
in existence after death, but it was crude and vague.
In appearance these Eskimos were short, thickset, and
muscular, with copper color skin, ‘//ith high cheek bones,
flat noses, and large mouths, they looked fierce and cruel
but were not. They were particularly affectionate to the
children. They believed in superior divinities, and feared
evil spirits. The crow was looked upon as sacred.
Routine included fishing, hunting, making of sleds,
training of dogs, running races, occasional trading with
tribes in the interior. The females performed a large part
of the work. He who owned the best dog teams and had pos-
sessions in huts was considered most wealthy. The headman
was supposed to possess the greatest amount of property and
excel in bodily strength.
There was no written language. One of the men when
he would hear a native v;ord wrote it according to sound on a
piece of copper. He became proficient in the language and
made inquiries among the natives as to meanings of words.
Here are some samples:
dog - attat spear - polgan water - memut
sled - woncoose arrow - kekimbo walrus - redica
deer - korong whale - draow seal - mamut
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mountain - nutamut land - nuteskin one - ennan
two - gera three - giro four - gerack
five - miltingum father - etletuen mother - etiita
The common field ice unbroken through the winter was
found to be from ten to twenty-five feet thick*
By February the natives* provisions were getting low*
The men were beginning to look haggard. In small parties
they set out toward the south and the East Cape, stopping at
native settlements along the way. Those who could see led
those who had sore eyes from snow blindness. Some of the
groups were lost for a time and one member froze to death.
On tarch 25, they reached East Cape, just six months after
being cast away. Natives were joyous at seeing Captain Nor-
ton with whom they had traded before. The company received
clothing. Then they distributed themselves along the coast
so as to be more likely to see ships. Various sea fowl could
be seen migrating back in April and May, Natives killed ducks
with small balls connected with each other by strings twelve
to eighteen inches long. Thrown with force all together,
these would open and spread to the length of the string.
iiVhen they got to the low-flying flock, they would twist
around legs, necks, and wings and bring the birds to the
ground.
Dog races and women*s races were among native amusements.
A jumping game was played with a large v;alrus skin held tight
by the men. The jumper got on the skin and kept rebounding;
the process continued Miile he kept on his feet. If he was
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brought down to his knees, another jumper took his place.
On June 24 the ice broke up. i^ews of the men’s condi-
tion had been carried down the coast. Captain Wewai of the
ship Copia was the first to hear of the fate of the Citizen .
Tracts carried to natives by seamen had been found in several
huts. The Captain and officers had written on them or on cop-
per and sent them down the coast by natives. The natives re-
garded all writing with superstition and handled it with care.
Two ships, Niger and Joseph Hayden
,
left immediately to
the rescue and soon were in sight. Native canoes took the
men out after the natives had first mde a fire in each canoe
to drive out evil spirits. Soon the men v/ere on board the
ships and had changed their deer-skin clothes for the garb of
the sailor.
Thus after nine months and eight days in the Arctic, the
men at last were safe and happy on friendly vessels. The date
was July 4, 1853.
Captain Norton later went ashore and made presents to
the natives who had let them live vdth them. The natives were
delighted with tobacco, pipes, needles, combs, and the like.
East Cape was left behind as the boat set out for Hono-
lulu. There Captain Norton changed boats and made a cruise
to the (jchotsk Sea on the ship Northern Light before returning
home.
He reached New Bedford, on the tenth of April, 1855, four
years after sailing on the voyage that was to end in shipwreck]
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"Arctic Rovings" of a New Bedford Boy
Daniel Hall was a Nevf Bedford boy who loved the water.
He left boarding school at fifteen and returned home when his
mother died. After getting his father^s consent, he signed
papers for a three year voyage as a foremast hand at the age
of seventeen. The whaler sailed August 7, 1856, comoanded by
one Samuel V/hiteside who had never before sailed as master.
Out at sea Daniel went to the forecastle where he was "sea-
sick, homesick, and sick at heart". A letter that his father
had given him to read out of sight of land cheered him with
its good wishes and wise counsel. The ship reached the Ha-
waiian Islands on March 5, 1857, where two weeks were spent
"provis ioning"
,
Discipline on board ship had been severe from the begin-
ning and some of the sailors declared the Condor an "unlucky"
ship. They next sailed for the Okhotsk Sea. Many whales were
taken during the season. On one occasion Daniel was beaten by
the captain for no known reason. Again they sailed for the
Sandwich Islands. Before arriving Daniel received another
punishment for skylarking. He and a young man by the name of
Pope were sparring for fun. The mate ordered them to report 1
to the captain who made them fight in earnest and whipped
them for striking light blows.
Oil and bone were discharged at Honolulu to be sent to
New Bedford. Daniel got letters from home and witnessed a
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volcanic eruption. Tempted to desert ship he asked for a
discharge but was refused. Again they sailed for the Okhotsk
Sea, arriving April 25. They had good luck in capturing
wha le s
.
on one chase the captain hit the boy with an oar and
hurt his side. One day^ the boat Daniel was in searched^for
a long timejfor an anchored whale. As night was coming on the
crew decided to camp on shore since they couldn’t get back
to the ship. Daniel meantime had made a confidant of a boy
about his age named Elias Tolman. That night while the others
slept, the two boys escaped planning to hide out for a while
and then join some natives whose tents they had seen on a
distant shore. The Condor sailed away and the boys made their
way to the native camp vtiere by signs they explained their
predicament and informed the natives they wished to go with
them to a settlement in the interior. The friendly natives
agreed to take the boys with them.
At the Sandwich Islands, meanv/hile, the Condor was sold
as unseaworthy. Upon the return of the captain and mate to
New Bedford, rumors were circulated of Daniel’s abandonment.
An interview between the boy’s father and the captain resulted
in the latter’s arrest on suspicion of maltreatment aboard
ship. Daniel’s father inserted an advertisement in the New
Bedford shipping list to be circulated among whalers in every
part of the world and wrote to the Secretary of State and to
the American Consul at the Sandwich Islands. It was decided
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to delay the trial till more of the crew returned, so the
captain was set at liberty.
The Yukoot Indians the boys were with were ferocious
looking but kindly. They sent a messenger to the Russian
governor of the province who directed that the boys be sent
to the village of Oudskoi,
vVhile four of the natives escorted the boys to the vil-
lage, the party was attacked by a grizzly bear, it was
necessary to camp by night and Daniel had gone to sleep while
it was his turn to watch the fire. When the fire went out,
the bear attacked. The natives killed it with their spears
and presented the skin to the boys, un reaching the village
the boys were welcomed by the semi-civilized inhabitants of
this Siberian wilderness. They became members of the coimnunitis
but Daniel’s sore side prevented him from doing much physical
labor. The natives seeing his predicament gave him his own
hut which he made as comfortable as possible. The boys had to
learn to get used to horse flesh, rye, fish, and bear meat.
Winter lasted for eight months. From December to February the
sun was visible two hours out of twenty-four. The natives
were inactive through the long period of darkness, une day
when the boy’s side was painful, a native visited him and made
signs that he was a medicine man and the side must be opened.
Producing a blade of polished bone, he proceeded to open the i
wound. The throbbing pain was relieved; several pieces of ^
rib-bone that were removed showed that rib had been fractured.
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After Daniel had remained q^uiet for some days there was just
a little discomfort remaining. When he could walk again, he ;
visited the natives and Russians, learning some of the lang-
uage and obtaining good knowledge of the country and the peopJe^
After hearing him tell about American holidays, the natives
presented him at Christmas with their best gift—a horse’s
head I
During December a party of natives brought word of some
|
castaways camped on the coast. They turned out to be a part
of the crew of the Phoenix of Nantucket and v/ere brought to '
the settlement.
The Arctic winter went by and hopes went up as time ap-
proached for the whaling fleet to return. The boys were grow-
ing homesick. In June with the crew of the Phoenix they set
out for the coast. Ships were there and one boat put in to
,
shore. An officer inq^uired if Daniel Hall was there. Daniel
stepped forward and was taken on board the Daniel Wood. The
others were distributed among the other ships. As the whaling
season was on, every one went to work but eventually at the
end of the season the boat headed for a port of Lahinia and
Daniel was changed to the Rapid bound for home. At Honolulu
it was decided to refit the Rapid for another season; Daniel
changed again to the Prances Henrietta . Whales were seen dur-
ing the passage to the Horn. While doubling the Horn the
"minute gun” of another vessel was heard—a signal of distress
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during a storm. The ship headed for the sound to aid, but the
gun ceased and it was taken for granted that some ship had
sunk. They crossed the Gulf Stream and on June 19, 1860,
heard "Land hoi”
The ship entered the harbor of New Bedford and Daniel
recognized his father in one of the welcoming boats.
The trial of the Condor captain was later held and a jury
rendered a verdict against him. Three hundred dollars damage
was awarded Daniel for the time he had been compelled to lose
by leaving ship. His father had brought the matter to trial
in order to protect other young seamen from abuse. The boy
had no spirit of revenge,
Daniel wrote of his exciting experiences in a little book
published in 1861 and entitled "Arctic Rovings",
A Captain George Covill of New Bedford was one of the
first, if not the first, to learn the value of the bowhead
whale. This was more or less accidentally. There had been a
lack of sperm whales. One of the bowhead species was struck
in the Okhotsk Sea and was killed with little trouble. The
whale was judged to have about seventy barrels of oil; it
yielded instead 150 barrels with bone in proportion.
Whaling had a humorous side once in a while, Clifford
Ashley, writer and artist, born in New Bedford of "blubber-
hunting" ancestry, knew of a captain who sailed as cabin boy
at the age of fourteen. He grew so rapidly that he was
"driven to the forecastle". Four years after sailing, aged
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eighteen, he returned to New Bedford weighing 170 pounds, six
feet tall, and a full-fledged boat-steerer . He entered his
mother^s kitchen as she was taking bread from the oven. When
a bass voice boomed out, "Hello, Mai" his mother dropped her
pan, took one look, and fainted.
Perhaps the most unusual incident related to whaling is
the following weird tale of the Arctic found in the "Story of
the New England Whalers" .^There is no reference to New Bedford
but the tale bears repeating. In August of 1775 a whaler,
whose captain was named Warrens, saw off Greenland a vessel
that seemed badly dismantled. When the men went on board the
derelict, they saw a man in a chair with writing materials on
a table before him. He was found to be a corpse. He held a
pen, and the log-book before him contained these words:
j
j
Nov. 14, 1762. Y^e have now been enclosed in the |
ice 17 days. The fire went out yesterday and our
master has been trying ever since to kindle it again
without success. His wife died this morning. There j
is no relief I
In the main cabin was the dead body of a woman with a
j
lifelike expression. Seated on the floor was the body of a
young man holding a steel in one hand and a flint in the other.
In the forward part of the vessel several sailors were found
in berths. A dog lay at the foot of the stairs.
This ship with her dead crew had been preserved in Arctic
ice for thirteen years.
iV John R. Spears, "Story of the New England Y^halers", p, 144.
The MacMillan Company, New York, 1908
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Last Days of New Bedford’s Y/haling
There were many causes for the decline of New Bedford’s
j,
whaling industry. The financial crisis of 1857 played a part.
Then there was an uncertainty to the business especially after
Arctic whaling began in 1848. With the increase in the length
|
of voyages went an increase in the cost of outfitting the
|
ships. Although New Bedford couldn’t face the fact at once,
the discovery of petrolexua in Pennsylvania in 1859 helped
seal the fate of the whaling industry. The Civil War had
dealt a most decisive blow; the Alabama’s destruction was
lasting. In 1871 came the Arctic disaster! Thirty some shipsj
twenty-one of them from New Bedford, had to be abandoned in
the crushing ice floes. This catastrophe involved the loss
of at least a million dollars to the merchants who had tried
so valiantly to revive whaling after the Civil War.
'Wax was invented for candles. Lubricating oils began
to be made from the residium cf kerosene. Horsewhips were no
longer needed. Steel began to replace whalebone. The rise
of the cotton industry from 1850 to 1875 drew capital away
from the uncertain whale fishery to the more conservative in-
vestments in the cotton mills.
There was a decrease in the number of whales. The char-
acter and efficiency of crews deteriorated, on shore more
profitable employment was to be found. Business men attempted
to stem the tide, but New Bedford’s whaling was doomed.
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.tfhaleships lay berthed along wharfsides ana were lost to
whaling through sale, transfer, or decay. It took merchants
and mariners a long while to realize the hopelessness of a
I
revival of the whale fishery.
The temptation to prolong the whaling season resulted in
|
i
the Arctic disaster, '^hen wind drove the ice in, in August,
closing up the gap of free water and forcing the fleet into
shoal water, Eskimos warned that the ice would not open again..
Two boats, a brig and a bark, 7/ere crushed to pieces between
floes, sq^ueezed until their timbers snapped. It was decided
|
to abandon the ships. Over 1200 persons, men, women, and
children, then boarded three boats at the coast to make a i
two-day trip to Blossom Shoals, eighty miles avTaj’-, where seven!
I
whaleships in open water took them all aboard. Late in Octo- >
i
ber the rescue ships reached Honolulu. Not a single life was
lost in the whole affair. The following could be a fitting
memorial to this unprecedented event in the annals of marine
history.
Abandoned In The Ice^ !
There *s a blotch tonight on the snow-fields white,
And the frost-locked floe-bergs fret
,
*Qainst the open sides where a whaleship rides i
With her frozen canvas set. i
The star-frost sifts T^ere she dreams and drifts
!
In the grip of a crystal sea -
But the buried trails of the bowhead whales
Urge her on through eternity.
^ Songs of the Sea and Sailors’ Chanteys, An Anthology
Selected and Arranged by Robert Erothingham, p. 166.
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There^s a scented breeze on the southern seas
Where her sister ships decay;
But she laughs at time in that frozen clime
where the blinding blizzards play.
The auroras flare in the bitter air
where the deadly ice -dust swirls -
Waking the fires of lost desires
In her cordage of crusted pearls.
- Chart kitt -
As whaling died out, however, New Bedford was growing.
The mills were built up and the city was saved from becoming
a deserted fishing village, when the whale fishery found it-
self confronted with well-equipped competition, New Bedford
people, drilled to work with hand and brain, turned hopefully
to meet the new conditions and attacked the problems of the
future with faith and courage. Thus out of the humble shops
of the artisans of long ago have grown the enterprises of the
present.
Chimneys have taken the place of tall masts and white
sails, 'Water Street is no ronger the locale of literally ”the
butcher, the baker, the candlestick maker”. Occupations af-
filiated v/ith whaling, from the oil gaugers who often wore
high hats and long coats while engaged in their work, to the
makers of harpoons, or whaleboats, or ship-bread, today belong
to New Bedford's "lost industries”.
The old ship masters had found life to the end worth liv-
ing. The machine age has to a large extent killed adventure.
Certainly there was never a more adventurous calling than the
chase of the sperm whale.
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New Bedford's Bourne Whaling Museum
Many old log-books have been destroyed or mislaid. But
some have been saved. The New Bedford Public Library has a
number. Others together with fragments that tell the story
of Nev/ Bedford *s whaling era have been preserved in the Bourne
Whaling Museum, historical landmark on Johnny Cake Hill.
Here you will find a model of the whaling bark Lagoda—
largest model of its kind in the world. Here you v/ill find in
the gallery, sections, each of which represents an industry
connected with whaling.
A visitor will view also a corner of a whaling merchant’s
counting room, and can visualize the merchant in his Friend’s
garb, beaver hat, and big watch fob.
Artistically carved sternboards of whaling barks and
brigs show that woodcarving v/as an art whereby men made a liv-
ing in old New Bedford. There are interesting ship models
and there is the Temple toogle iron that came to be used uni-
versally on harpoons. If Lewis Temple, the New Bedford black-
smith who invented it, had patented it, he might have been a
millionaire
,
There is the "White Lady" largest of all figureheads in
the museum, and there is the figurehead of the ship Bartholo-
mew Gosnold—a naval officer. This was a famous ship built
in 1832, which made thirteen whaling voyages and on the last
one came home with three hundred pounds of ambergris that
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sold for ^25,000.
There is scrimshaw woric of all types to be seen at the
museum, tvhales teeth are on exhibit; the largest ever brought
to New Bedford weighed 4 lb. 4 oz. and 4 lb. 3 oz. respective-
ly. (The length of the whale was ninety feet). There are
admirable etchings on some of the teeth.
There is a corner dish cupboard from an old New Bedford
house; there is an old colonial doorway.
There are two benches from the old Bush Street School
v/ith pockets in them for books and slates. There is a de-
formed whale jaw. There is a tavern signboard showing two
hands clasping. There are models of six kinds of whales.
There is a vThaleship Library, a boxlike affair with three
shelves. In olden days the American Missionary Society used
to place on each outbound whaler a bookcase with books.
There are queer drums; a voodoo drum from Haiti; a South
Sea Island drum; a small drum with a snakeskin head from New
Guinea; and a drum from the coast of Africa,
There is a cabin door from a wrecked whale ship with a
picture of a whale on it. There is a spinning wheel made
previous to 1814. There is a bone lantern made entirely from
the jawbone of a sperm whale.
There are canes of whale ivory and of bone and of for-
eign woods. There is a sled of whalebone. There are carpet
bags and a box used in the Civil V/ar Draft in New Bedford,
There is a Revolutionary drum.
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A knife box of oak once belonged to Colonel George Clag-
horn, famous New Bedford shipbuilder.
An old playbill of the year 1811 lists Rope-Dancing, »Vire-
V/alking, imitation of birds and animals, Imitation of Bagpipes,
and a Ventriloquist.
An item of special interest to every visitor is the crew
/
list of the ship Acushnet which bears the name of Herman kel-
ville. His age was twenty-one when he sailed on the voyage
grom T/rtiich he gathered inspiration and experiences for his
graphic saga "Moby Dick".
An Interview With Capt. Chase
Oldest and most experienced of the three remaining whale-
men around New Bedford now is Capt. Charles A. Chase. This
Yankee whaling skipper has lived on a farm in Westport, Massa-
chusetts, since he left the sea in 1919. The writer found him
at 82 hardy, wiry, and with sharp blue eyes.
"How old were you when you went to sea?" I asked.
"Well, I was born in 1865 and shipped as cabin boy on my
father’s ship Pioneer in 1879 so 1 was around fifteen. Always
liked boats,—traded a dog and some other things for a little
boat when I was small. I see boys going up and down the river
here now in motorboats but they’re not doing anything. I
wanted to do something. When you fight wind and sea with
sails, that’s doing something with a boat I"
"What was life like as a cabin boy?" I queried.
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"Well, 1 had to wash dishes and wait on table, and 1
liked to work around with the men but I couldn^t go near the
try-v/orks. I loved to fish off the ship. Remember 1 was
seasick once and Father called me up to watch the men fish.
I went up and forgot all about being seasick. 1 used to go
out on the boom a lot to fish."
"Were you ever frightened?" I said.
"No, I didn’t know enough to be scared," he replied.
"We missed a hurricane the other side of the Gulf Stream, we
used to run away from a hurricane at sea. You couldn't do
that in a house." I agreed. Then he continued,
"Steward gave me a tub on wash day and saw that 1 washed
my clothes properly. 1 had helped my mother wash at home. 1
felt perfectly at home on board. 1 liked to wrestle with the
west Indies cook till Father caught me one day and threatened
to whip me with a rope. He didn’t do it, but he told me to
keep away from the galley. Our mate was a Gay Head Indian
named James Blaine—a good man, one of the best; never went
beyond mate,
"The first port we stopped at was one of the Cape Verde
Islands, to get more crew men. 1 went ashore as passenger
and I remember boys in swimming and the huge pile of oranges
and another one of bananas my father bargained for, 1 was
given a coin, about four cents, and they gave me a native
boy to walk around with. We went to a market and bought
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oranges, We got so many it was all the boy and i could do
to carry them. Today youM pay more than that for one orange.
The biacic man that did business with father carried a big
umbrella,
|
"Then we crossed the eq^uator and went into the south At-
lantic. We stopped at an uninhabited island to fish and get
lobsters. Later we stopped at an inhabited island to get po-
tatoes and fresh meat. Then to whaling,
j
"V/e got two sperm v/hales the first time with four boats,
1 just watched—didn’t go out in a boat, we went to St,
Helena Island, when we had 250 barrels of oil, to ship the
oil home. The island was beautiful from the harbor with a
lovely valley and a mountain on each side of it. I remember
someone asking Father how much would be a good catch. Father
said, ’If you get fifty barrels a month you’re doing well,’
!
"I had to learn things on board. My first two rope names
I learned because they sounded funny, spanker-vang and spanker-
guy. 1 remember when 1 got to be master 1 had a mate once
couldn’t learn the ropes. Usually a sailor was given two weeks
to learn rigging. This fellow was about thirty—came from
I
Boston. He said to me, ’You can hang me up there, but you’ll
never get me to learn them ropes,’ and I never did. He was
awkward but he could do some things. 1 made him ship-keeper
to watch the ship while the men were out in the boats. Well,
to go back.
"Then I learned navigation, like reading the quadrant.
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Sextant's the same thing only better. We got longitude usually
in- the middle of the forenoon and afternoon. 1 remember 1
cried the first time when I couldn't chart our position. All
they told me was: 'You can read and write, i’igure it out.'
I got it finally.
"The chronometer was hung so it would swing and pivot and
stay upright no matter how much the ship pitched, it was in a
box inside another padded box. Old timers carried one chrono-
meter. When I had my own boat 1 carried three. If I only car-
ried two and they were different, how'd I know which one was
I
wrong? We would get G-reenwich time in port.
"Our ship sprang a leak and it was too expensive to re-
pair at St. Helena, so we decided to come home. Got home in
June. In the fall 1 went on my second voyage in the jr'ioneer .
still as cabin boy. Again we stopped at the Islands and got i
extra men. i
"The mates used to get up around five A.M. 1 used to staj
abed. One morning the mate picked me up bodily and dropped me
on a chest. Then he ordered me to the masthead. Afterwards
he called me to breakfast. That woke me up I 'You don't want
to go to sleep up there; you might slip I* This trip l teased
to go out in a boat after whales and finally the mate took me
in his boat."
"When did you kill your first whale?” 1 asked.
"Well, 1 started out well. Killed the first three 1 went i
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after, i was nineteen. You try to hit a sperm whale half-
way between the hump and the bunch of the neck. You have to
learn to judge the depth to reach the 'life*. 1 never lost a
whale. The whole secret is that a big fellow, say seventy-
five feet long, sometimes doesn’t iaiow what to do first along.
You’ve got to play checkers with him. He’s got to get his
breath and lay there awhile. Stays up maybe twelve minutes
and down about fifty-five. Old timers would wait to get two
lines in him and the first boat would wait often for a second
before attacking with the harpoon. But I never did that; 1
got one line in him. we had guns so we got them usually first
time. I’ve had ’em take nearly all my line. If you see that,
you have another boat come up and you hitch to the other line.
I got so 1 could tell by the way a whale moved his flukes when
he went down whether he’d come up in that same spot.”
”How many different ships did you sail in and did you have
a favorite?” 1 asked. He counted them up.
I
’’Nine different ships I sailed in,” he answered. ”I was
made master in 1901. We cruised the south Atlantic, north
Atlantic, and south Pacific. 1 never went into the Arctic.
My favorite ship was the Andrew Hicks . She was built fine.
Had a crew of thirty-four. In the Andrew Hicks we stayed off
Patagonia cruising from the river Plate past Argentina and made
port at Montevideo.
”A tender used to go out from Hew Bedford to St. Helena
in summer and to the coast of Africa in fall. The whalers !
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would meet her. She brought provisions and tooK; bacK oil.
'We used to cable home for orders from the owners.
"Saw an old bull whale once from the masthead and we
stayed in a dangerous place to get him—the counter currents
that the Gulf Stream makes—bad place for storms. 1 used to
like to go to the masthead; most captains never did that. 1
shouldn't say captains; only masters on whaling ships."
"Y/hen did you make your last voyage?" I asked.
"It was October 15, 1916; came back September 1, 1919.
The World War stopped us. I hear about whaling today, killirg
whales from the big boat; but that^s not like going out after
them in the small boats. It was a rough life, but as far as
food and some other things were concerned, we were lots better
off than the old-timers. I buried two men at sea, died of
natural causes. But I never lost a ship.
"If you love a boat, there »s no sport like whaling I If
you don»t like to get wet, try something else I" he concluded,
as I thanked him for an interesting afternoon.
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The V.Tialeinan Statue
un the grounds of the New Bedford Free Public Library i
stands the statue of the \dialeman, presented to the city by '
Vviliiam Crapo and unveiled on June 20, 1913. Mr, Crapo de- I
i
;
, sired to see commemorated that epoch of the whaling industry i
which he had known in his boyhood. The statue depicts a
young harpooner vdao stands at the prow of a boat, symbol of
those who made New Bedford’s name known in every port. The
pedestal and background are of granite; on the background is
carved a suggestion of sea and sky with sea birds flying. At
the lo7/er right corner is the q^uotation from ”Moby Dick":
,1
*A Dead ’liVhale Or A Stove Boat.’ On the other side of the
background is the inscription: ”In honor of the whalemen vdiose
!
skill, hardihood, and daring brought fame and fortune to New
|
Bedford and made its name known in every seaport on the globe"*
Bela Pratt, a leading American sculptor, made the statue.
The model was Richard Lewis MeLachlan, a veteran of the sea
and a boatsteerer and mate on whalers. The Old Dartmouth
Historical Society furnished the original harpoon for the posej
At the outset this community was primarily agrarian,
j
being composed of approximately a dozen large farms, in sue-
|
1
cessive stages, it progressed to whaling, textiles, and to the I
diversified industries of the present. Of all these, whaling
;
|!
retains the greatest aura of fascination. The American "blub-j
li
'
I
ber-hunter" has disappeared from the seas. The port that sent;
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whalers to the ends of the earth has only fading memories of
voyages that brought much of the colorful and exotic to the
shores of a New England town. The unpretentious statue stands
today as a reminder of rugged sailors who made New Bedford
possible •
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APPENDIX A
A Glossary of ’^haling Termg^^
Articles : The ship’s papers, signed by all hands when shipping.
Bailing : Process of removing spermaceti from the case or head
I
of the Sperm Whale
.
j
Baleen : Whalebone from the mouths cf toothless whales.
ii
Barrel : A barrel exists aboard a whaleship only as a unit of
i; measure of oil, Slf gallons. Everything is carried in
! large casKs.
J Beckets : Chest handles of rope, often elaborately Knotted.
Bellow : Sound made by Right Whale when in violent action.
'Whales have no vocal cords. Sound may be in lungs or may
be abdominal.
Blackskin : Thin slimy outer covering of whale, so tender it is
easily scraped off with fingernail.
Black 'Whale : Inclusive term for Bowhead, Right, and Humpback
rtliales
.
Blow; To spout. The moist visible breath of a whale,
i
Blubber ; Thick oily outer casing of the whale.
!
Blubber -fork : Long handled fort for tossing blubber into try-
pots.
Blubber -gaff ; Short-handled hook for dragging blubber around
deck.
Blubber-hook : Iron hook, from 50 to 100 lb. in weight, sus-
pended from the cutti ng -tackle
,
for hoisting blubber.
Blubber -toggle ; Oaken pin buttoned to a strap in a long strip
;
of blubber
,
used instead of a blubber-hook,
Boat -crotch ; A forked upright in a whaleboat on the starboard
i
gunwale forward, to hold the first and second irons,
I
Boat -Header : The man who steers the boat in going on a whale,
I
and afterwards kills it. Generall3^ a mate, but sometimes
I an experienced whaleman with no ship duties save masthead
!
and cutting-stage, whose only title is boat-header.
Boat -spade : A short-handled spade carried in a boat and used to
cut a hole when attaching a line to a dead whale before
towing,
. Boat -steerer ; Harpooner. The man who pulls the harpoon oar,
darts ^he iron into the whale, and then steers while the
mate or boat-header lances him.
Bonnet : A pitted horny cap situated on the nib end of the Right
.vhale’s snout.
: Boots ; Whalemen’s footgear of leather, wooden pegged to prevent
wear on decks. Oil rots rubber.
||3^ Clifford W. Ashley, The Yankee whaler, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Riverside rress, 1938, pp. 123-146
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tEowhead //hale ; The Arctic or Polar whale, same as Greenland
wTiale. He gives the greatest amount of oil and bone.
Bow (jar ; The second oar next to the harpooner. Third responsi-
ble position in a whaleboat. Bow oar sees that all whale-
craft is clear and attends the wants first of the boat-
steerer and then of the mate.
Box : Sucken cuddy-board in the bows of a whaleboat v/here the
forward end of the whale -line is coiled.
Breach : A whale’s leap, clear of the water.
Breaming ; Method of cleaning a ship’s bottom. Torches of twigs
or oil-soaked oakum were held against the bottom 1o loosen
weeds, grass, slime, and barnacles.
Brit ; Small red shrimp-like crustaceans that float in fields or
beds near the surface of the sea, the food of the baleen
wha le
.
Buried to the hitches: A successful dart. The iron has pene-
trated to its socket.
Can -hooks ; iron hooks used in hoisting casks.
Case ; Forehead of a sperm whale. It is outside the skull and
is composed almost entirely of spermaceti.
Caulk : To drive oakum into a ship’s seams to make them tight.
Chimney : ”His chimney’s afire I” was the Amagansett exclamation
when the whale began to spout blood.
Chock-pin : A slender oak pin passing through the chocks to keep
tne lidialeline from jumping. Sometimes imde of whalebone.
Chocks: A groove in the stem of a viflialeboat through which the
whale-line leads.
Churn ; The boat-header churns his lance when he works it up and
down in the whale's anatomy without withdrawing it.
Clear Away
,
to: To prepare for lov^ering. Gripes are cast off,
line-tubs are put aboard, the boat-falls are cleared, and
stops are removed from whalecraft and sails, preparatory
to the order, "Lower away.’’
Clear boats
,
to: To give them a preliminary overhauling when
whales are first sighted. Lines of drying clothes are re-
moved from between the davits, stowed articles are taken
out, the boat-plug is tapped home, line-tubs are uncovered,
and the water-keg is examined.
Cooler : A metal tank in which oil stands after boiling. There
is a small one beside the try-works and usually two large
ones between decks.
Cresset : An iron, basket-shaped grate, filled with burning chips
and employed to heat casks when coopering; also a deck
torch used when cutting and boiling at ni^t.
Crow’s -nest : An enclosed shelter for the lookout, used only in
the Bowhead Fishery.
Cut-in
,
to: The process of removing blubber from a whale.
Cutting-spade : A wide, flat, long -handled chisel-shaped imple-
ment for cutting blubber.
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Dart, to: The harpoon is darted, hove, pitched or tossed--but
never thrown.
Darting distance: The limit is about thirty feet. Fifteen feet
is considered good, and actual contact with the whale is
preferred in the Sperm Fishery.
Darting-gun: A gun carrying both a bomb and a harpoon.
Deck-pot : A try-pot not enclosed in the brickwork of the ovens
and used either to hold scrap or cool oil.
Ditty-Box and Bag : The first is shaped like a wooden spice-box
and generally holds a sailor’s articles, brush, comb, and
mirror. The ditty bag is about a foot long, and contains
needles, thread, buttons, knives, etc.
Doctor
,
the: The cook of a Y/haler.
Donkey's Breakfast : The corn-husk or straw mattress of the
forecastle. The outfitter's price used to be a dollar
apiece
.
Drug : A square block of wood fastened to a whaleline and used
to check the whale. Acts against water as a Kite does
against the wind.
Fid : A large long-pointed wooden or bone tool for splicing.
Fiddles : Racks v/hich fit on top of the cabin table. They
serve to keep dishes in place.
Finback : The commonest of whales. A medium-sized variety v/ith
high dorsal fin.
Fish : General name for whales, used by whalemen.
Fishery : A name applied to the entire fleet of any town, nation
or locality. Also applied collectively to the ships
fishing on an important whaling ground.
Flukes : The horizontal tail of a whale.
Flurry : The dying struggle or flight of a whale.
Forward House : A roofed structure which supports the spare
boats
.
Footgear : All whalemen's footgear was made to admit of instant
removal. In the Sperm Fishery the men lowered either
barefotted or in stocking feet. In the Arctic Fishery
the3'' wore either pumps or brogans which could be kicked
off instantly.
Fu-Fu: Mush and molasses.
Gallic : To fri^ten or startle a whale.
Gam
,
a: A visit between v/haleships at sea.
Goney ; Vi/hal eman ' s name for the albatross.
Goose -pen : The water tank under the try-works.
Gouge -spade : A half-round spade with which to cut holes in
blubber, for reeving chains or ropes or enbedding hooks.
Great Rorq ual : The Sulphur-Bottom »ahale also called Blue .;hale.
Greenland whale : The Bowhead v^hale of the Atlantic Arctic.
Ground tier : The bottom layer of ceo^s in the lower hold, always
stowed "fore-and-aft".
Gurr^: The slime, oil, blackskin, etc., that encumbers the deck
while cut ting- in.
Hamstring ; To sever the fluke tendons at the small, with a
boat -spade in order to stop a running vYhale.

1t2i)
Hard Bread : Thick square biscuit, made very hard in order to rei'
si si dampness and deterioration.
Harpoon : An iron or steel instrument with a barbed head for
fastening to v/hales. It is mounted on a pole and is commoij.
ly called an "iron”.
Harpoon oar : The forward oar of a w^haleboat which is pulled by
tEe harpooner in approaching a whale.
Heave dovm a ship
,
to: To careen. V/halers being of very strong
construction were "hove down” long after the practice had
been given up in other services; the last vessel to "heave
down" at a New Bedford wharf was the Josephine in 1893.
It was a custcm of the New Bedford ships in the South Seas
to remove their cargoes at a convenient island, and with
heavy tackles to heave their ships over on their beam ends
in order to repair and clean bottoms.
Hen Frigate : Any ship with a woman on board. Not infrequently
a captain took his v/ife with him on a voyage. Ivjany a
woman has wintered north of the Arctic Circle ana many a
New Bedford child has been born there.
Hitches : The round-turn and eye-splice of the line at the soc-
ket of a harpoon.
Hollow the back : A trick of the Right and Bowhead V/hales, An
iron will not penetrate the slack blubber so formed.
Hooker, Old : Familiar name for a whaler,
Horse -Pieces : Pieces of blubber cut from the blankets, about
six inches wide and several feet long.
Humpback Whale : An inshore whale with very long curved flippers
and a humplike dorsal fin.
Ice Anchor : An ice anchor has but a single fluke, which is
dropped into a hole cut in the ice.
Junk : The wedge-shaped lower half of the sperm whale's forehead
which is above the skull and white horse. It is about
equally composed of white horse (meat) and oily matter.
There is no blood in this section.
Killer Whale : A variety of the dolphin family, the enemy of
Baleen Whale s
.
Lantern-Keg : A keg about two feet long, shaped like a truncated
cone with a base about twelve inches and a head about six
inches across. Contains lantern, candle, flint and steel,
matches, tobacco, and hard bread; to be used in an emer-
gency.
Line -tub : A large shallow tub in which the line is carefully
stowed in successive Flemish coils.
Live -irons : The first and second harpoons which rest, ready to
hand
,
in the boat crotch.
Lay : A whaleman's proportionate share of the earnings of a
voyage
.
Long Lay : The cabin-boy's lay, about one two-hundredth of the
voyage
Lookout : The masthead sentinel, whose duty it is to discover
whales. Also the ni^t watch at the forecastle.
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MaJ£c a Passage: To pass from one whaling ground to another with
all sail set *
Marl inspike : A long tapered, pointed iron, used to open strands
in splicing rope.
Mince : To slice blubber into books*
Mincing -Knif
e
: A knife about thirty inches long with a handle
at each end, which serves to mince the blubber into thin
slices
,
Monkey Jacket : A short coat.
Monkey Rope : A rope which was either knotted or belted around a
man who was sent down on a whale overside for various pur-
poses connected with cutting-in.
Nantucket Sleighride : A ride in a ”fast” boat behind a ”gallied*
whale
.
Noddle End : The front upper part of the Sperm Whalers snout
where the spout hole is located*
Oakum ; Old rope picked apart and used for caulking seams*
Old Man : The captain* Common way of referring to the captain,
BTTt never employed in addressing him*
Palm
,
Sailor »
s
; A leather harness around the hand, with a thim-
ble surface at the root of the thumb for heavy sewing.
Pay
,
to:' To pour tar or pitch into a seam after caulking*
Piggin : A small Bucket-like vessel for bailing a boat*
Plum-Pudding Voyage ; A name for a short or ’tween seasons voy-
age. Also a name applied by the New Bedford whalemen to
the short voyages of the Provincetown v/halers*
Pod ; The common name for a school, herd, or shoal of whales*
Pri cker ; A small wooden-handled pointed instrument for splicing
and knotting small rope.
Raise v/hales
,
to; To discover them; to sight and announce them*
Riders ; The upper tier casks of the lower hold*
Right Vi/hale ; The i/halebone whale of temperate waters; the whale,
sought by the Yankees in the early shore fishery* He has
no hump*
Salt Horse ; The common name aboard ship for salt beef; similar
to corned beef but more briny*
School : A pod of whales.
Schoolmaster : A bull whale much larger than the rest of the
school.
Scooping : Descriptive name for the Right whale’s method of feed-
ing. He rushes through a field of brit with his mouth dis-
tended*
Scrap : Blubber from which the oil has been tried* Common fuel
of the try-works.
Scrimshaw : The art of the whaleman. Pictorial, ornamental and
useful things made of the bone and teeth of the Sperm
whale
Sea -Pig ; Porpoise.
Settl e a Voyage
,
to: To divide the proceeds between the owners
an^ the crew*
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Shipkeepers: Men left to man the ship v/hile boats are av/ay.
Short Lay : The captain’s lay, or proportionate earnings in a
whaling voyage.
Size Bone: V^alebone sixty-six feet or over in length.
Slick: The smooth and oily spot left by a whale in sounding.
Slop-Chest: The ship’s store of ready-made clothes, knives,
tobacco, etc. which is drawn upon by the sailor.
Smooth -Bellied v/hales : Sperm, Right, and Bowhead V/hales.
Soft -Bellied Whales : Inclusive name for HumpbacK, Sulphur-
Bottom, and finback whales.
Spermaceti : The case or head matter of the Sperm whale.
Sperm xhale : The great toothed whale of temperate and tropic
waters, monarch of the seas, and the only one that could
have swallowed Jonah.
Spout : The moist visible breath of a whale.
Spreaders : Sticks put in the whaleboats, while on the cranes, to
keep the gunY/ales from contracting and v/arping.
Squid : Cephalopod Octopus, Sepia Cuttlefish; the food of the
Sperm v/hale.
Steerage : The quarters of the boat-steerers. Usually forward
of the cabin on the larboard side.
Steering oar : A twenty-two to twenty-three foot oar for steer-
ing a whaleboat. It has a peg at right angles to the
loom, one foot from the handle end, providing a grip for
the left hand.
Stern All I : The order to back the whaleboat away from trouble.
Stove Boat : A boat that has been damaged by a whale.
SuIpTTur-Bottom: Whaleman’s name for the great Rorqual or Blue
—
Tail feathers : Stern davits or beams, where boats are stowed on
small v/halers, usually schooners and brigs.
Take
,
the: The accumulation of a voyage.
Telltale : A small compass v/ith a card ’’upside down" which hangs
over the captain’s bed.
Temple Toggle -Iron : The most successful harpoon ever made. In-
vented by Lewis Temple, a negro whalecraft -maker of Lew
Bedford, in 1848; it became the universal whale iron, and
has never been improved on.
There She Blows ’. : Announcement of the discovery of a whale.
The call is repeated every time the whale spouts; often
the call is varied: She blows I There she breeches I
There go flukes I
Thief : A cylindrical pail about ten inches long, and small
enough to enter the bung-hole of a cask. Its capacity
was about one cupful. Used on whalers at the fresh water
butt.
Thrasher : A species of shark which attacks baleen whales.
Toggle Blubber : A hardwood pin, several feet long and about
six inches in diameter, used in hoisting blubber.
Toggle -Head : The hinged head of a harpoon.
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Toggle -Iron : A harpoon with a hinged head, which turns at
right angles to the shank when pulled,
Trying -uut : The process of boiling oil out of the blubber,
Try -Pots : Huge iron pots set in the try -works forward,
Try-<iiorks : Brick ovens with try-pots for rendering oil and an
insulating water-tank beneath. Built on deck just abaft
the forehatch.
Two -Boat Ship : One that lov;ered two boats, j?ew ships previous
to 1820 lowered more.
Two -Plued Iron : The old harpoon, the head of v/hich was arrow-
shaped.
Upper Tier : The second tier of casks in the lov/er hold, also
called riders.
Whalebone : "Bone” from the mouth of the Ri^t and Bowhead
IvhaTes; commercial viialebone
,
Whalecraf
t
; The iron weapons of capture carried in the whale-
boat; harpoons, lances and spades,
Y/haleline ; The rope leading from the line-tub to the harpoon,
which fastens a boat to the v/hale. Long fiber, long-
laid manila rope about two and one-quarter inches in
circumference
.
ItVhaler ; A whaleship:
whaling grounds ; Charted areas which whales are known to fre-
queht, their feeding grounds,
'<Yhite Horse ;The bloodless meat in the forehead of the Sperm
V/hale. The part of the forehead next above the skull.
The sailor »s name for all meat is "horse”.
Wood to Blackskin ; When the stem of the whaleboat collides with
the side of a whale, it is said to lie "wood to black-
skin" ,
Wooding ; To go "wooding” is to collect wood for the ship either
on the beach or ashore.
You I ; Common method of address, officer to sailor.
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APPENDIX B
A List of w'ell-Known »»haling Grounds
Bowhead, Sperm
,
and Right
Arctic ucean (north of Behring Strait)
Australian Grounds
Bahamas 28-29 degrees N. to 79 degrees W.
Behring Sea
Bermudas
Brazil Banhs
Callao Grounds
Caribbean Sea (off Chagres)
Chile, Coast of
Congo River
Crozettes (S.E. of Cape Town)
Davis Straits
Falkland Islands
Grand Banks
Greenland (the east coast)
Gulf of Guinea
Gulf of Mexico 28 degrees N.
,
89-90 degrees W.
Gulf of St. Lawrence
Hatteras, "Off” (along edge of Gulf Stream)
Hudson Bay
Iceland
!W/Clifford w. Ashley, The Yankee whaler
.
Houghton Mifflin
Company. Riverside Press. T^58. pp. 145-146
i '
j*
,
j/Igav'
V .utjS *,n L'lfteM Ic (l;t'i{':rt ihf!>c>j olfon.^.
n.iiiJ r*Tj aiwA
60 <J
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,r:.i:*' .Ioa
c:Bj3L'firi5f'
n./tnaa lisa^La
eiiiu/ciO obIij^C
I
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Oj taacD
^
irjvth :raoO
(nwc* j\£l w" .^.c, ea^-^eiicTO
t^irexoci ^ivrfCT
nrlei tru’IMleV
(jc.ii'X ou^) ' -: T UxaoxO
I3?nj rC *111x0
KssTSSi: )'.-.-bio ,.4 cXfcfv'ivafi 02 coi;x;.-.f iXirO
I
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toneTTf"’ '.-*-2 '-jc ILux)
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'icd ncaiJiJH
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rxi^*2}i:.l jc^xlyifcxi a>» iH-’Y
c ,
•xir*'’ . 'i-‘T.*'‘f‘iiTo\'^
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. ^^"/irWC 7^ “-*'1 L •' '
Indian Ocean
Japan Sea
Kodiak Grounds
Labrador
luadagascar
Main Banks
New Zealand
North Atlantic
North Pacific
Okhotsk Sea
Patagonia, Coast of
River Plate Ground; also called "Off the River"
Sooloo Grounds (Mindora Seas)
South Atlantic
South Pacific
Spitsbergen
Steen Ground, 31-36 degrees N., 21-24 degrees W.
Straits of Belle Isle
St . Helena Grounds
The Twenty Twenties, 20 degrees N., 20 degrees W.
Tristans (Tristan d’Acunha Island)
Tv/o Thirty-Sixes, 36 degrees N.,-36 degrees V/.
Two Forties, 40 degrees N.,-40 degrees v«.
West Indies
Western Grounds, 28 degrees -36 degrees N.
,
21 degrees -24
degrees W.
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